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Abstract

Essays in Mechanism Design and Environmental Regulation

by

Matthew David Zaragoza-Watkins

Doctor of Philosophy in Agricultural and Resource Economics

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Maximilian Auffhammer, Chair

This dissertation consists of three studies analyzing the challenges of mechanism
design in the context of environmental regulation. Each study focuses on the unan-
ticipated outcomes that arise due to behavioral responses by agents subject to a
particular policy instrument.

In Chapter 1, I analyze the welfare consequences of post-allocation resale for a
class of mechanisms that are commonly used to allocate goods. When initial al-
locations are inefficient, agents will often organize secondary markets to facilitate
redistribution. If these agents are forward-looking, their actions to influence the pri-
mary allocation and participation in the secondary market will be interdependent. I
study how interdependence affects predictions about strategic behavior and welfare
in a model of the first-price all-pay auction with two bidders with asymmetric private-
value distributions. Asymmetric value distributions commonly generate inefficient
allocations, which motivates my analysis of resale. Resale occurs via a take-it-or-
leave-it offer made by the auction winner – a best response, given the losing bidder’s
private value remains unknown. Adding a resale stage increases expected revenue in
the auction stage, where opportunity for post-auction trade motivates the stronger
bidder to bid less aggressively and the weaker bidder to bid more aggressively – each
of which are forms of rent-seeking. Somewhat surprisingly, the mutual incentive to
rent-seek causes the equilibrium bidding strategies and bid distributions to converge.
These results suggest that models of strategic interactions that conclude in an in-
efficient allocation, when resale can produce a Pareto improvement, may provide
less accurate predictions about equilibrium behavior than what has previously been
believed. Moreover, models where the initial allocation mechanism relies on costly
effort (e.g. lobbying) to allocate rents may understate the social cost of the initial
allocation.
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In Chapter 2, my co-authors and I study the implications of alternative forms
of cap-and-trade regulations on the California electricity market. Specific focus is
given to the implementation of a downstream form of regulation known as the first-
deliverer policy. Under this policy, importers (i.e. first-deliverers) of electricity into
California are responsible for the emissions associated with the power plants from
which the power originated, even if those plants are physically located outside of
California. We find that, absent strict non-economic barriers to changing import
patterns, such policies are extremely vulnerable to reshuffling of imported resources.
The net impact implies that the first-deliverer policies will be only marginally more
effective than a conventional source-based regulation.

In Chapter 3, I evaluate the effectiveness of a regional environmental policy tar-
geting local air pollution from the transportation sector. In the United States, air
pollution from light-duty vehicles is controlled via new-vehicle emissions standards
complemented by inspection and maintenance programs. One unintended conse-
quence of this approach is that it likely causes millions of motorists to operate “fugi-
tive” vehicles in regions where registration is tied to meeting emission standards. I
study a program operated in California’s San Joaquin Valley, which attempts to abate
air-pollution and bring “fugitive” vehicles into compliance by offering repair subsidies
to motorists of high-emitting vehicles. One concern with this policy is that it may
be highly susceptible to gaming by motorists seeking to fund infra-marginal repairs
(i.e. free-riders). Exploiting quasi-random variation in the likelihood of participa-
tion, I estimate causal effects of the treatment for vehicle emission and registration
rates, via instrumental variables. I find that the treatment lowers CO emission rates
by 30%, HC emission rates by 19%, and NOx emission rates by 20%, and increases
the likelihood of registration by 52%. Comparing these estimates with the “naive”
estimate (i.e. the pre-to-post-treatment difference), I find that 22% to 36% of emis-
sions rate improvements are infra-marginal. These results are surprisingly low, given
the relatively high repair-completion rate among motorists that do not attempt to
access the subsidy program. It is likely that the significant time-commitment re-
quired to participate in the program functions as a screening mechanism, consistent
with a model in which motorists with lower values of time are also less likely to
independently complete pollution-control equipment repairs.
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Chapter 1

Allocation, Efficiency, and
Redistribution in the All-Pay
Auction with Resale
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1.1 Introduction

The trade of goods in secondary markets is a common feature of most economies.
In part, this reflects the fact that secondary-market participants frequently acquire
goods through social institutions that rely on inefficient allocation mechanisms.
Economists have long studied these sources of inefficiency, noting that welfare losses
(relative to the efficient-market outcome) can often be substantial. It is also under-
stood that when an initial allocation is inefficient, secondary markets can generate
Pareto improvements (Coase, 1960). Accordingly, one may expect that when faced
with an inefficient allocation mechanism, agents will organize secondary markets to
facilitate redistribution. In addition to their positive relevance, these observations
have important normative implications for modeling agent’s behavior in strategic
settings.

If agents are forward-looking, then actions taken to influence the primary al-
location and participation in the secondary market will be interdependent. That
is, actions to influence the initial allocation will depend on expectations about the
resale-market outcome, similarly to how outcomes in the resale market are affected
by actions taken during the initial allocation. This interdependency is likely to cause
agents to deviate from behavior predicted by models in which post-allocation re-
sale is not considered. Thus, models of strategic interactions that conclude in an
inefficient allocation, when resale can produce a Pareto improvement, may provide
less accurate predictions about equilibrium behavior than what has previously been
believed.

Auction is the ideal mechanism for studying how resale can affect behavior and
welfare.1 First, the initial allocation is affected by the behavior of agents contest-
ing the auction. If including a resale opportunity changes the expected value of
contesting the auction, the effect will be observable in the actions taken by auction
contestants. However, despite being endogenous to the actions of contestants, many
types of auctions can still result in inefficient allocations, introducing potential gains
from resale. Finally, because auctions have been widely applied to model instances
of social conflict and competition, the results of an analysis of interdependence in
the context of auctions are likely to be quite general.

1For the reader unfamiliar with auction-design, the most common forms of auction belong to
one of four categories, according to the rules governing who pays and how much they pay. Most
commonly, only the auction winner will pay the auctioneer (winner-pays). In other cases, all bidders
are required to pay the auctioneer, regardless of the outcome (all-pay). The two main variants of
how much to pay are the first-price and second-price auctions. As the names suggest, in first-price
auctions, the winning bidder pays his own bid, while in second-price auctions the winner pays the
highest losing bid.
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I study an auction where two bidders with private values for a good, drawn from
different value distributions, pay their own bid. In the first-price all-pay auction
with private information, bidders’ asymmetric value distributions occasionally result
in inefficient allocations (i.e. an auction winner may not be the agent with the highest
private value for a good). The potential for post-auction trade and the information
content of the auction results motivate my analysis of resale. I extend the standard
model by introducing a second stage where the auction winner can make a take-it-
or-leave-it offer to the auction loser – the best response by a winning bidder who
does not know the losing bidder’s private value.

Comparing the equilibrium bidding strategies of bidders – functions mapping the
private values of bidders to their bids – with and without resale, I find that the intro-
duction of resale does affect bidding behavior in the auction stage. Resale motivates
the weaker bidder (in terms of value distribution) to bid more aggressively, in an
attempt to capture information rents from a higher value bidder. Motivated by the
opportunity to purchase the good on the secondary market, the stronger bidder bids
less aggressively. Somewhat surprisingly, the mutual incentive to seek information
rents in the resale stage leads their equilibrium bidding strategies and bid distribu-
tions to converge.2 That is, in terms of bid distribution, the introduction of resale
transforms an asymmetric auction into an observationally equivalent symmetric auc-
tion. Having established the equivalence of bidding strategies, I apply the General
Revenue Equivalence Theorem, finding that symmetric competition increases auction
revenues (Myerson, 1981).

These results have important implications for measuring the social costs and
benefits of allocation mechanisms. In particular, when the initial-allocation involves
costly effort (as opposed to financial transfers), such as in cases of political lobbying
for property rights, omitting the possibility of resale would lead analysts to under-
predict the amount of costly effort expended in the initial allocation. While the
notion of resale may seem unlikely in the context of political lobbying, there is good
reason to believe that resale may be a realistic outcome of certain lobbying scenarios.
Specifically, if firms with the highest willingness to pay for the prize did not also have
the most effective lobbying technology, then the divergence between willingness to
pay and ability to exert effort may motivate resale.

The most notable contemporary example of administrative allocation leading to

2Hafalir and Krishna (2008), who first identified a similar phenomenon in first-price winner-pays
auctions with resale, refer to the property as the symmetrization of an auction, because it reveals the
observational equivalence between the distributions of equilibrium bids in the asymmetric auction
with resale and an alternative symmetric auction without resale, in which each bidder’s private
value is drawn from a single distribution, which can be derived from the strong and weak bidder’s
distributions in the asymmetric case.
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resale is the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS). The EU ETS is
a cap and trade program designed to reduce Greenhouse Gas emissions generated by
the EU nations. Initially, most allowances were administratively allocated, though
nations have begun to auction larger shares. According to the European Commission,
in 2011 nearly 2 billion emissions allowances, with a value of more than $40 billion,
were initially allocated to program participants. During the same year, 7.9 billion
allowances, with a value of $148 billion, were traded on the secondary market. The
volume of ex-post trading of administratively allocated allowances, suggests that
the administrative allocation of these allowances may have provided a significant
incentive for firms to rent-seek.

The chapter progresses as follows. This section continues with a discussion of the
literature related to first-price all-pay auctions and auctions with resale. In section
II, I describe the preliminaries of the auction stage, characterize behavior in the
resale stage and identify necessary equilibrium conditions. I then prove the existence
of a continuous and strictly increasing equilibrium bidding strategy and apply the
Revenue Equivalence Theorem to obtain a solution for the expected revenue. In
section III, I briefly conclude.

Related Literature – First-price all-pay auctions and isomorphic models have been
applied to the theory of rent-seeking (Tullock, 1980; Becker, 1983), lobbying (Hill-
man and Riley, 1989), innovation (Dasgupta and Stiglitz, 1980), patent competition
(Fudenberg et al., 1983), contests and tournaments (Nalebuff and Stiglitz, 1983; Baye
et al., 1993), and arms races (Shubik, 1971). Equilibrium behavior in standard all-
pay auctions is well understood. Krishna and Morgan (1997) characterize equilibrium
bidding strategies for the first- and second-price symmetric all-pay auctions, compare
expected revenues resulting from each auction mechanism, and identify conditions
under which both the first- and second-price all-pay auctions generate more rev-
enue for the auctioneer than their winner-pays counterparts. Amann and Leininger
(1996), study two-player asymmetric first- and second-price all-pay auctions with
incomplete information, and show that there is a unique bayesian equilibrium for the
class games which includes asymmetric first-price all-pay auctions, with and without
complete information. The authors contrast this result with the existence of infinite
equilibria for the class of second-price auctions, which arises as a ”limiting” case of
the broader class of games.

Recently, a literature studying the effect of resale on bidding behavior and ex-
pected revenue across a variety of auction formats has emerged. Haile (2003) con-
siders resale in a model where bidders draw values from symmetric distributions. He
incorporates resale by assuming that at the time bids are made each bidder receives
only a noisy signal of his true value for the good. After the auction each bidder comes
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to know his true willingness to pay for the good. The good is resold if the initial allo-
cation is inefficient. Beginning with the framework laid out in Krishna and Morgan
(1997), Sui (2007) incorporates resale possibilities into first- and second-price all-pay
auctions by assuming that there exists a number of potential buyers that are not able
to participate in the auction. Once the item is initially allocated, it is assumed that
the auctioneer reveals the winning and second place bids – revealing the winner’s
private information in the case of the second-price. Accordingly, in the first-price
auction the re-seller derives no benefit from participating in the secondary market,
as the item is transacted at the re-seller’s private value. In contrast to Sui (2007),
I consider a model in which asymmetric private-values motivate the opportunity for
resale, and the information structure of the first-stage game determines the struc-
ture of resale in the second-stage. Hafalir and Krishna (2008) study asymmetric first-
and second-price all-pay auctions with resale. As in standard models of first-price
auction, the asymmetry between bidders leads to allocative-inefficiency and moti-
vates the incentive for resale. The authors show that the inclusion of resale can lead
to greater allocative-efficiency and allows a generalized revenue equivalence ranking
which was not previously possible. Cheng (2011) explores alternative forms of bi-
lateral bargaining, focusing on the tension between ex-post allocative-efficiency and
the expected revenue to the auctioneer. More recently, Leslie and Sorensen (2013)
explore the empirical relationship between ex-post resale and allocative-efficiency in
the context of concert ticket sales, where reallocation is a common feature of many
markets.

1.2 The Model

Preliminaries – A seller wishes to auction a single indivisible item. Two risk-neutral
bidders, labeled s (“strong”) and w (“weak”), with independently distributed private
values, Vs and Vw are competing to purchase the item. Bidder i ’s value for the object,
Vi, is distributed according to the cumulative distribution function Fi with continuous
density function fi ≡ F ′i and positive support on [0, ai]. For ease (and without loss
of generality), I assume that for all v, Fs(v) ≤ Fw(v) and that both Fi are regular as
described in Myerson (1981). That is, for i ∈ {s, w}, the virtual value, defined as

v − 1− Fi(v)

fi(v)
, (1.1)

is a strictly increasing function of the actual value v. This condition on Fi ensures
that the price at the resale stage is uniquely determined and is characterized by the
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first-order conditions for a maximum.
For the analysis of behavior during the resale stage I will consider conditional

distributions of the form Fi(v|Vi ≤ a) = Fi(v)/Fi(a) with support [0, ai]. The virtual
value of the conditional distribution Fi(v|Vi ≤ a) is

v − Fi(a)− Fi(v)

fi(v)
. (1.2)

It has been verified that if Fi is regular then the conditional distribution Fi(·|Vi ≤ a)
is also regular.

The Basic Setup – I model the first-price all-pay auction with resale as the following
game. In the first-stage, all bidders participate in the standard all-pay auction for
some unique item. The bidder who submits the highest bid wins the auction and pays
his own bid. The losing bidder also pays his own bid. The winning bid is publicly
announced. The losing bid is not announced. In the second-stage, the winner of the
auction may choose to make a take-it-or-leave-it offer to the losing bidder at some
price p. If the offer is accepted, the transaction takes place, at the specified price. If
the offer is rejected, the item remains in the possession of the auction winner.

Resale Stage – Suppose that the two bidders follow continuous and strictly increasing
bidding strategies βs and βw, with inverses φs and φw, respectively. Further, suppose
that bidder j with value vj wins the auction with a bid of b. As a result, bidder j
would infer that bidder i’s value vi ≤ φi(b). If vj < φi(b), there is potential for resale,
and so bidder j will set a price p that solves

max
p

[Fi(φi(b))− Fi(p)]p+ Fi(p)vj. (1.3)

The first term corresponds to the event p ≤ vi in which bidder i accepts bidder j’s
offer. The term is the product of the sale price p and the probability that bidder i
has a valuation above p. The second term represents bidder j’s payoff from the event
vi < p, in which case bidder i rejects the offer and the item remains with bidder j.

The first-order condition for j’s maximization problem can be written as

p− Fi(φi(b))− Fi(p)
fi(p)

= vj (1.4)

Since Fi is regular, the left-hand side is increasing and so there exists a unique solution
to j’s maximization problem. That is, there exists a unique price pj(b, vj) – increasing
in b and vj – that maximizes j’s payoff from resale. Note, vj < pj(b, vj) < φi(b); it is
necessary that these inequalities hold if there are to be potential gains from trade.
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Let Rj(b, vj) denote bidder j’s optimal expected revenue from offering the item
for resale. Note in (1.5) that, as a result of the envelope theorem, Rj(b, vj) is the
value obtained from (1.3).

∂

∂b
Rj(b, vj) = fi(φi(b))φ

′
i(b)pj(b, vj). (1.5)

I will refer back to this result during the analysis of the bidding stage. If bidder j
wins the auction with a bid b and φi(b) ≤ vj, then there is no potential for resale
and so j will not offer the item for resale.

Bidding Stage – Next, I derive necessary conditions for an equilibrium bidding strate-
gies for the bidders, based on mutual expectations that behavior in the resale stage
will be as described above.

Necessary Conditions – Suppose that, in equilibrium, each bidder i follows a con-
tinuous and strictly increasing bidding strategy βi : [0, ai] → <, such that βi(vi) is
the bid submitted by i when his value is vi. Under this condition, Fi has positive
and finite support, where each bidding strategy must be bounded below by zero,
βs(0) = βw(0) = 0, and each agent must not bid more than the greatest element of
his support with positive density, βs(as) = βw(aw) = b̄ (i.e. making their boundary
conditions that same).

Let φi : [0, b̄] → [0, ai] denote i’s inverse bidding strategy in equilibrium, that is
φi = β−1

i . Fix a bid b and suppose that φj(b) < φi(b). If j wins with a bid of b, i
may have a greater value for the item, there is potential for resale and so j will make
an offer to i. If i wins with a bid b, he infers that any attempt to resell to j will not
result in a transaction and so i does not make an offer to j. Thus, the existence of
a resale opportunity and the identity of the seller and buyer are functions of b.

Suppose bidder i follows φi. Bidder j’s expected payoff, when his value is vj ≡
φj(b) and he deviates by bidding c close to b, is

Rj(c, vj)− c, (1.6)

where Rj(c, vj), defined above as the value of (1.3), is his expected revenue from
winning the auction and reselling the item to i, and c is the cost of bidding. Suppose
bidder j loses the auction. Since φj(c) < φi(c) bidder i will not offer the item for
resale and so j’s payoff will be −c. Since it is optimal for j to bid b, the first-order
condition for maximizing (6) results in fi(φi(b))φ

′
i(b)pj(b, vj) − 1 = 0. Recall that

pj(b, vj) is defined as the solution to (1.3). Thus, vj = φj(b) can be rewritten as
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p(b)j(b, φj(b)). The first-order condition results in the differential equation

∂

∂b
Fi(φi(b)) =

1

p(b)
(1.7)

Now suppose bidder j follows an equilibrium strategy φj. Bidder i’s expected
payoff, when his value is vi and he deviates by bidding a c close to b, is

viFj(φj(c)) +

∫ aj

φj(c)

[vi − pj(βj(vj), vj)]+fj(vj)dvj − c. (1.8)

The first term is i’s value for the item weighted by the probability of obtaining the
item at auction after submitting a bid b. The second term, is the product of i’s value
from purchasing the item at resale and the probability of not winning the auction
outright. The function [x]+ = max{x, 0} is included to capture the fact that if i
wins the auction, he never resells to j. Again, c is the cost of bidding in the auction.
Since it is optimal for i to bid b, the first-order condition for maximizing (1.8) is

fj(φj(b))φ
′
j(b)pj(b, φj(b))− 1 = 0 (1.9)

Again, writing p(b) = pj(b, φj(b)), the first-order condition becomes

∂

∂b
Fi(φi(b)) =

1

p(b)
(1.10)

which is the same as (1.7).

PROPOSITION 1: If φs and φw are strictly increasing equilibrium inverse bidding
strategies, then for all b, Fs(φs(b)) = Fw(φw(b)).

Thus far, I have argued that if φs and φw are the equilibrium inverse bid strate-
gies in an all-pay auction with resale, then the bid distributions of the two bidders
are identical. This was derived using the first-order necessary conditions for local
deviations to be unprofitable. In the appendix, I show that the differential equations
are also sufficient.

Hafalir and Krishna (2008) refer to the property that the equilibrium inverse
bidding strategies of the two bidders are identical – brought about by the introduction
of an opportunity for resale – as the symmetrization of the auction, because it leads
to an observational equivalence between the distributions of equilibrium bids in the
asymmetric all-pay auction with resale and the symmetric all-pay auction without
resale.3 That is, there exists a distribution F in the symmetric auction such that

3The symmetrization of resale derives from the fact that the marginal benefit to each bidder is
equilibrated. That is, the benefit to the strong bidder is the difference between the price he pays
at auction and the price he would have to pay at resale, were he to lose the auction. The marginal
benefit to the weak bidder is the additional expected revenue from resale.
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the bid distributions Fs and Fw are exactly similar. Accordingly, it has been shown
that F may be obtained directly from Fs and Fw. Given distributions Fs and Fw,

F (p) = Fw(p− F (p)− Fs(p)
fs(p)

), (1.11)

is a uniquely determined distribution function such that Fs(p) ≤ F (p) ≤ Fw(p).
This condition follows directly from the regularity conditions imposed on the bid
distributions. Specifically, regularity guarantees that the conditional virtual value is
increasing in p. The existence of F implies that continuous and strictly increasing
equilibrium bidding strategies for the asymmetric all-pay auction with resale may be
obtained from the continuous and strictly increasing equilibrium bidding strategies
of the symmetric all-pay auction without resale.

Equivalent Symmetric Auction – Consider an all-pay auction without resale in which
two bidders, with private values vi each drawn from the distribution F bid on a single
item. Expected profit for an arbitrary bidder i with value vi submitting a bid b may
be characterized by Π = viF (φ(b))− b, where the inverse bidding function φ(b) = vi
in equilibrium. Thus, taking the first-order condition and rearranging terms yields a
necessary condition for φ(b) to be the equilibrium inverse bidding function

∂

∂b
F (φ(b)) =

1

φ(b)
. (1.12)

Equilibrium with Resale – This section establishes the existence of a pure-strategy
equilibrium in the all-pay auction with resale in which each bidder follows a contin-
uous and strictly increasing bidding strategy. The proof is by construction. Briefly,
the proof relies on the existence of a pure strategy equilibrium in the symmetric
all-pay auction without resale, in which all bidders follow a continuous and strictly
increasing bidding strategy. Given regular bid distributions Fs and Fw, I construct F
as in (1.10) and then use the equilibrium bidding strategy in the symmetric auction
without resale to characterize the bidding strategies in the asymmetric auction with
resale.

THEOREM 1: Suppose Fs and Fw are regular. Then there exists an equilibrium in
the all-pay auction with resale in which the bidding strategies are strictly increasing.

PROOF: Given Fs and Fw, let F be determined as in (1.10). Let φ, be the equilib-
rium inverse bidding strategy in the symmetric auction in which bidders draw values
from F . Let b̄ be the maximum bid in the symmetric auction and define inverse
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bidding strategies φs : [0, b̄] → [0, as] and φw : [0, b̄] → [0, aw] in the asymmetric
all-pay auction with resale as follows:

Fs(φs(b)) = F (φ(b)) (1.13)

Fw(φw(b)) = F (φ(b)) (1.14)

Then, using (1.11), we have for i ∈ {e, w},

∂

∂b
F (φ(b)) =

1

φ(b)
. (1.15)

I claim that φs and φw are the equilibrium inverse bidding strategies in an all-pay
auction with resale. The definition of F in (1.10) implies that

F−1
w (F (φ(b)) = φ(b)− F (φ(b))− Fs(φ(b))

fs(φ(b))
(1.16)

and since F (φ(b)) = Fw(φw(b)) = Fs(φs(b)),

F−1
w (F (φ(b)) = φ(b)− Fs(φs(b)− Fs(φ(b))

fs(φ(b))
(1.17)

which is exactly (1.4), the first-order condition from (1.3)

max
p

[Fs(φs(b))− Fs(p)]p+ Fs(p)φw(b). (1.18)

Regularity implies that the first-order condition is both necessary and sufficient
for a maximum. Since p(b) was defined to be the solution to the maximization
problem, I have that for all b, p(b) = φ(b). Note that Fs(p(b)) < Fw(p(b)) is equivalent
to φw(b) < φs(b). This is because (1.12) and (1.13) imply that Fs(p(b)) < F (p(b))
which is equivalent to Fs(p(b)) < Fs(φs(b)), so p(b) < φs(b). Similarly, F (p(b)) <
Fw(p(b)) is equivalent to Fw(φw(b)) < Fw(p(b)), and so also to φw(b) < p(b). Thus,
Fs(p(b)) < Fw(p(b)) if and only if φw(b) < φs(b). It has thus been argued that if
φs and φw are determined by (1.12) and (1.13), then they satisfy the differential
equations (1.7) and (1.9) where p(b) is determined by the solution to (1.4) when
j = w and vw < φw(b). As constructed, φs and φw satisfy the sufficient conditions
described in the appendix, and so constitute equilibrium inverse bid strategies.

Expected Revenue – Having established the equivalence of bidding strategies in the
asymmetric all-pay auction with resale and the standard symmetric all-pay auction,
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I may apply the Revenue Equivalence Theorem to recover the expected revenue ac-
cruing to the auctioneer from the asymmetric all-pay auction with resale. The reason
the Revenue Equivalence Theorem may be applied to each is because in equilibrium
the inverse bidding strategies of the corresponding standard symmetric auctions is
observationally identical to the asymmetric auctions with resale, respectively.

In equilibrium the expected revenue accruing to the auctioneer from the asym-
metric all-pay auction with resale is,

RAPAR(Fs, Fw) = RAPA(F, F ) =

∫ p̄

0

(1− F (p))2dp (1.19)

where F is as defined in (1.10) and RAPAR(Fs, Fw) denotes the expected revenue
from the asymmetric all-pay auction with resale. The left-hand equality is a product
of the symmetrization result and the right-hand equality is a standard formula for
expected revenue of a symmetric auction.

Remarks – I have shown that inclusion of an opportunity for resale results in a
relatively simplified analysis of the asymmetric all-pay auction. Further, I have
shown that the symmetrizing property of resale facilitates the application of the
Revenue Equivalence Theorem to the asymmetric all-pay auction with resale. The
effect on expected revenue follows directly from (1.19); expected revenue increases
with the inclusion of resale. To see this, note that as the bidding functions converge
the product of (1− Fw(p)) and (1− Fs(p)) is strictly increasing.

1.3 Conclusion

In this analysis, I have characterized a solution to the asymmetric all-pay auction
with resale. I have shown that incorporating an incentive-compatible resale mech-
anism into the model affects equilibrium bidding behavior and increases expected
revenue in the auction stage. The possibility of resale derives from and increases
the probability of an inefficient initial-allocation, because the opportunity for post-
auction trade motivates the higher private value bidder to bid more weakly and
the lower private value bidder to bid more aggressively. Somewhat surprisingly, the
mutual incentive to rent-seek leads the equilibrium bidding strategies and bid dis-
tributions of the two bidders to be identical. Having established the equivalence of
bidding strategies, I apply the General Revenue Equivalence Theorem, finding that
symmetric competition increases auction revenues.

These results have important implications for measuring the social costs and
benefits of allocation mechanisms. They also suggest that models of strategic inter-
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actions that conclude in an inefficient allocation, when resale can produce a Pareto
improvement, may provide less accurate predictions about equilibrium behavior than
what has previously been believed. Future work, applying resale to other allocation
mechanisms commonly used to model strategic interactions may be fruitful. In par-
ticular, an analysis of lottery, which can generate inefficient allocations and has been
used extensively to model lobbying could provide novel insights.

This analysis also underscores the tension that exists between the revenue motives
of the auctioneer and the post-auction efficiency of resale. Though the introduction
of resale does increase the expected efficiency of the eventual allocation, it does not
guarantee efficiency. It is worth noting, that by releasing the losing bid the auctioneer
could guarantee an efficient post-auction allocation. However, releasing the losing
bid would eliminate the information rents that generate greater revenue during the
auction stage.

Finally, in the context of the Coase theorem, the effect of resale on rent-seeking
behavior raises at least two important questions. If the potential for redistribution in
secondary markets induces rent-seeking, how and how much should the social planner
attempt to allocate goods in a way that minimizes potential redistribution rents.
Considering the risk of an inefficient initial allocation are there other mechanisms
for addressing a market-failure that might perform better, in terms of generating
social-waste, even if they control the market-failure relatively inefficiently?
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2.1 Introduction

A central problem faced by regulators in implementing climate change policy is the
limit of their regulatory jurisdiction. While greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions can be
controlled locally, the damages associated with them are felt globally.1 Thus GHG
emissions reductions are a global public good, and local restrictions, voluntarily un-
dertaken by some jurisdictions, can be seriously undermined by offsetting emissions
increases elsewhere. Perhaps the most obvious way for polluters to circumvent an
environmental regulation is to relocate the regulated facility and its polluting ac-
tivities to another jurisdiction. Following the literature, we refer to this physical
relocation of facilities as leakage (see, for example, Fowlie (2007) and Kuik and Ger-
lagh (2003)). There is also the phenomenon of demand-side leakage, whereby a local
regulation that depresses demand for polluting goods in one region can lead to higher
quantities demanded of the goods in unregulated regions (see Felder and Rutherford
(1993)). We will focus here on supply-side leakage, although we comment on the re-
lationship between demand-side leakage and reshuffling when we discuss reshuffling
below.

When differentially applied across regions, mandates and standards can lead to
leakage. For example, under the Clean Air Act (CAA), more stringent and costly
emission standards apply to non-attainment areas. Research has demonstrated that
industrial activity declines in non-attainment areas and is at least partially displaced
by growth in attainment areas, where regulatory compliance is less costly (see Green-
stone (2002) and Becker and Henderson (2000)). To the extent that this displaced
production emits, pollution has leaked from the heavily regulated region to the more
lax region.

Market-based regulations are equally vulnerable to the problems of leakage. For
example, if one jurisdiction imposes a tax on emissions or establishes a cap-and-trade
system, it will be more expensive for firms to produce their pollution-intensive goods
in that region. This creates an incentive for firms to move some (or all) of their
production elsewhere. They may accomplish this by producing slightly less from
their regulated plants and more from their unregulated plants, or by moving their
particularly pollution-intensive plants out of the regulated region.

One option in the regulatory tool-kit is to focus the regulation on the point in
a vertical supply chain where local regulators can have the most leverage on total
emissions. Functionally, such “vertical targeting” (see Bushnell and Mansur, (2012))
can limit extra-jurisdictional emissions increases by either limiting exports of carbon

1This is the case because GHG is a uniformly mixed, and therefore global, pollutant. With
local pollutants, leakage can benefit those living within the regulated region, but some people living
outside the regulated region may be made worse off.
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producing inputs or restricting imports of carbon-intensive products. The latter case,
also known as “downstream regulation” can produce a related problem that can arise
when regulations are imposed at the point of purchase, but where some consumers
are subject to the policies and others are not.2 If a sufficient percentage of the
products affected by a regulation already complies with it, the policy’s goals can be
achieved by simply reshuffling who is buying from whom (see Bushnell, Peterman and
Wolfram, (2009)). In the case of a uniformly mixed pollutant, such as GHG, where
the location of emissions has little impact on environmental damages, reshuffling can
make the environmental policy completely ineffective, as it will not alter the rate at
which the favored “clean” product is produced.

The reshuffling problem is similar to the conditions that limit the effectiveness
of consumer boycotts. Although a percentage of motivated customers stops buying
from the boycotted source, there will be no net impact on sales or prices if there are
enough other customers who are indifferent to the cause of the boycott and willing to
shift to the boycotted producers. As with an ineffective boycott, reshuffling is more
likely when the share of unregulated products available is larger than the share of
regulated products.

Note that both reshuffling and demand-side leakage affect demand outside the reg-
ulated area. Unlike demand-side leakage, however, reshuffling does not change total
equilibrium consumption (or prices or emissions) of the regulated goods. Reshuffling
requires that consumers inside the regulated region perceive the clean product to be
a perfect substitute for the dirty product, and so substitute all their consumption
to the clean product, while consumers outside the regulated region are indifferent
between consuming clean or dirty goods, and so increase their consumption of the
dirty goods. There is no such perfect substitute available with demand-side leakage.
In fact, there is a duality between reshuffling and demand-side leakage, since if firms
are able to reshuffle completely, there need be no change in prices and therefore
no demand-side reaction to the regulation. It is only to the extent that firms are
unable to avoid the regulation through reshuffling that there is a real reduction in
emissions in the regulated jurisdiction through new, clean supply or reduced dirty
consumption. In the latter case, there could be demand-side leakage if the reduced
dirty consumption in the regulated region drives down the price for the product
elsewhere.

In this paper we examine this issue in the context of the California cap-and-trade
market for CO2 emissions. As described below, this market is highly dependent upon

2Ironically, policy makers are often attracted to consumer-based regulations either because much
of the production takes place outside of their jurisdiction or because they fear that regulating only
producers within their jurisdiction will lead to leakage.
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imported products, particularly electricity, and is therefore vulnerable to both leak-
age and reshuffling, depending upon the point of regulation. The current practice is
to regulate the emissions of local sources, and the emissions associated with electric-
ity imported into the State. These regulations would be accompanied by a series of
additional measures intended to limit reshuffling.

We simulate the potential effectiveness of these additional measures by building a
simulation model of this market. Electricity production, transmission, and emissions
are recreated for a baseline year of 2007 for which detailed data on actual market
conditions are available. Once this baseline simulation is constructed, we simulate
several counter-factual emissions regulations to examine the emissions and price-
effects of these designs. We find that even a modest weakening of the additional
measures targeted at limiting reshuffling will greatly undermine the strictness of the
emissions cap through reshuffling.

2.2 Regulating the California Electric Sector: A

Hybrid Approach

The Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (AB 32) calls for California to reduce
GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020, and assigns the responsibility for developing a
strategy for meeting the 2020 target to the California Air Resources Board (CARB).
The AB 32 Scoping Plan, the document that details the approach adopted by CARB,
includes a cap-and-trade program.

The cap-and-trade program establishes an aggregate cap covering approximately
85 percent of the State’s GHG emissions, and a system of tradable emissions permits
that regulated facilities may use to meet their compliance obligations. The program
covers emissions for the years 2013-2020, and is partitioned into three compliance
periods. Beginning in 2013, emissions obligations will be assessed on industrial fa-
cilities and first deliverers of electricity to the California grid. Emissions associated
with fossil transportation fuels and retail sales of natural gas are included in 2015,
at the start of the second compliance period. The third compliance period runs from
2018 through 2020.

With the exception of linkage with Quebec, the California initiative is largely
proceeding in advance of the broader-based Western Climate Initiative (WCI). In
future compliance periods, the WCI could link cap-and-trade programs in British
Columbia, California, Manitoba, Ontario, and Quebec, allowing covered entities to
participate in a regional cap-and-trade allowance market, initially encompassing large
stationary sources (primarily electricity) and then expanding to include other sources,
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including transportation fuels (WCI, 2008).
California electric utilities serve their demand with power supplied by generation

facilities they own, contracts with other generators or marketers, and short-term
market purchases. Some generation is located in California and additional energy
is imported from other states in the Western Interconnection. California’s end-user
electric demand and in-state electric generation accounts for one-fourth of the emis-
sions included under the statewide cap. Imported electricity is a significant energy
and emissions source. In 2008, imported electricity accounted for approximately
one-third of electricity supplied to the California grid, and half of electric sector
emissions.

Recognizing that an accurate accounting of California’s GHG footprint would
need to include emissions from imported electricity, and wary of emissions leakage,
the California Legislature wrote a provision into AB 32 directing CARB to account
for all emissions from out-of-state electricity delivered to and consumed in California.
While the most parsimonious means of achieving this objective would be to directly
regulate generators of electricity used to serve the California grid, California’s lim-
ited jurisdiction does not allow for the direct regulation of out-of-state generation
facilities. In order to meet the statutory obligation of AB 32, CARB developed a
hybrid approach to regulating the electric sector. Under the hybrid approach, the
first deliverer of electricity into the California grid faces the compliance obligation
for emissions. For in-state generation the facility operators are considered the first
deliverers. Operators of in-state facilities report facility emissions and net generation
directly to CARB. Therefore, the source (and associated emissions) of the electric-
ity is known. First deliverers of imported electricity are the marketers and retail
providers who import energy into the California grid.

One significant limitation of this approach is the uncertainty associated with
which emissions factor to attribute to imported power. As a jurisdiction embedded
within the Western Interconnection, an electrical grid that encompasses the provinces
of Alberta and British Columbia, the northern portion of Baja California, Mexico,
and all or portions of the 14 Western states, electricity imports do not, in general,
travel directly from generation facility to the California grid. Rather, energy entering
the grid flows over the path of least physical resistance, often traveling circuitously
and always impacting the path of all other energy flows on the grid. Therefore, it
is generally not possible to identify the source of imported electricity with sufficient
granularity to assign a specific emissions obligation. California regulators address this
uncertainty of the emissions factor by providing first deliverers the option of reporting
a facility-specific emissions factor associated with the energy they are importing.

CARB, however, has set a high bar for importers wishing to claim a facility-
specific emissions factor. In order to claim a facility-specific emissions factor the
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importer must provide three pieces of documentation: evidence that the facility was
operating in the same hour that the power is claimed to have been scheduled into
California; evidence that the importer possesses rights to the power generated by the
facility; and evidence that the importer scheduled an equivalent amount of power
from the generating facility’s balancing authority area into the California grid. In
many cases, first-deliverers of imported electricity will not be able to provide this level
of documentation. In such cases, CARB assigns first deliverers of imported energy a
default emissions factor, which is meant to represent the most likely emissions factor
associated with energy generated out-of-state to meet California load, discussed in
greater detail below.

Historically unspecified power has made up a substantial share of imports. In
the 2008 GHG Emissions Inventory, unspecified power accounted for approximately
57 percent of emissions associated with imported electricity.3 Because of this, the
treatment of unspecified power and the value of the default emissions factor will be
central to an accurate accounting of emissions from imported power.

The Default Emissions Factor

In their Interim Decision, the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) rec-
ommended that CARB use a regional default emission factor of 1,100 lbs/MWh to
represent unspecified electricity. This emission factor was meant to loosely approxi-
mate the most likely source of marginal generation, a less efficient gas fired generator
located out-of-state and within the Western Interconnection. Subsequently, CARB
collaborated with the California Energy Commission (CEC), CPUC, and other WCI
jurisdictions to refine this number by developing a methodology for assigning an
emission factor for unspecified power that would accurately reflect the emissions
associated with marginal electricity.

The WCI working group settled on a default emission factor of 961lbs/MWh,
(0.428MMT/MWh) representative of a fairly clean natural gas plant. The unspeci-
fied power emission factor is calculated as a rolling three-year average of the marginal
plants in the Western Interconnection, where marginal plants are defined as facilities
producing at 60% of generating capacity or less. The emission factor is then calcu-
lated using Energy Information Administration (EIA) fuel and net generation data
and CARB fuel-specific emission factors.

3In the 2008 CARB Inventory unspecified imports are assigned a default emission factor equiv-
alent to US EPA’s annual non-baseload output emissions rates for the Northwest (1201 lbs/MWh)
or Southwest (1334 lbs/MWh) eGRID regions, depending on where the power entered California.
These emission factors, which were reported in 2007 for the 2005 measurement year, may be accessed
at: http://cfpub.epa.gov/egridweb/ghg.cfm.
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The resources assumed available for marginal dispatch are largely natural gas fa-
cilities. Baseload and renewable sources are excluded from the WCI market emission
factor calculation. Baseload facilities are typically large capacity sources, such as
coal, large hydro, and nuclear power, that generate electricity at costs lower than
natural gas facilities. Less expensive coal, nuclear power, and hydroelectricity are
assumed to be fully committed to meet utility baseload in the Western Interconnec-
tion. More expensive renewable energy is assumed to be fully contracted by electric
utilities in order to meet Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) compliance targets.

Under cap-and-trade, the prevalence of unspecified power will be influenced by
the default emission factor. First deliverers and generators of low-emitting and non-
emitting resources will wish to specify their actual emissions factors in order to
minimize the carbon costs associated with their output. Merchant generators that
have historically sold higher-emitting out-of-state power into California and Califor-
nia firms with long-term contracts to import higher-emitting out-of-state power will
have an incentive to “launder” or simply not report the emissions content of their
higher-emitting resources, in order to attain the lower default emission factor. That
is, firms with the ability to specify an emission factor for their higher-emitting power
(because they posses generation rights, transmission rights and import a quantity
of power into California), may launder their power by entering into a contract with
another marketer to sell and repurchase an equivalent quantity (thereby severing gen-
eration rights) or simply choose not to report the emissions content of their power
to regulators. Laundering and underreporting precipitates GHG emissions leakage.
This may be of particular concern, due to the fact that many of the high emitting
resources that first deliverers could seek to launder are baseload or otherwise oper-
ating at a high fraction of capacity. As a point of reference, the California Energy
Almanac reports that in 2009 more than 20,000 GWhs of specified coal power were
imported into California. If all of these resources were to somehow become unspec-
ified, it would result in approximately 10 mmTons of paper emissions reductions.
That quantity is roughly equivalent to the entire 2012 annual allocation of emissions
allowances to the oil and gas extraction sector, the second largest industrial sector
regulated under the program.4

4Moreover, California regulators set annual emissions caps (and allocation to the electric sector)
through 2020 with the expectation that firms previously importing higher-emitting resources would
need to continue to import those resources in order to comply with their long-term contracts. A
substantial shift of higher-emitting resources to the default emissions factor could have a substantial
impact on the GHG market permit price.
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Additional Rules Limiting Emissions Leakage

The default emissions factor is not the only potential conduit for emissions leakage.
Another undesirable behavior that stems from the first deliverer approach is reshuf-
fling. Reshuffling could occur if low-emitting and non-emitting resources, which cur-
rently serve out-of-state baseload, were reassigned to California and higher-emitting
out-of-state resources, which currently serve California, were reassigned to serve the
out-of-state baseload. As with laundering, significant reshuffling could undermine
the integrity of the program. However, unlike laundering, reshuffling cannot be ad-
dressed by correctly setting the default emissions factor.

To address concerns about laundering and reshuffling, and in recognition of the
fact that it would be very difficult for CARB to identify each instance of laundering
or reshuffling, CARB has proposed an explicit prohibition of the behaviors. The pro-
hibition works by requiring the individual responsible for reporting GHG emissions
for each compliance entity to sign an attestation, under penalty of perjury, that they
have not engaged in any scheme or artifice to claim GHG reductions that are not real.
This approach, with a lack of detail defining exactly what reshuffling was, has been
extremely controversial. On August 8th, Federal Energy Regulatory Commissioner
Phillip Moeller issued an open letter to California Governor Jerry Brown expressing
concern over the “ uncertainty and great concern among entities selling into Califor-
nia” caused by “failing to define resource shuffling, but nevertheless prohibiting it.”
On August 16th, CARB Chair Mary Nichols responded that the agency would sus-
pend enforcement of the provision for at least 18 months to help avoid any negative
impact on electricity supplies to California. Subsequently, CARB has developed a
list of 13 business practices which do not constitute laundering or reshuffling.5

2.3 Analysis of Cap-and-Trade Design

Our focus is on the specific design of the cap-and-trade mechanism, and its impact
on the operation of electricity markets. Therefore the focus here is on a “short-term”
time frame. We base our analysis upon actual market data drawn from the year 2007,
and look at the counter-factual question of how those markets would have functioned
under a cap-and-trade regime. In this sense the work follows in the spirit of Fowlie
(2009), who also studies the potential for leakage from a California-only market, and
also that of Bushnell and Chen (2008) who deploy similar techniques to examine
allowance allocation policies in a purely source-based allowance trading regime.

5This may be accessed at: http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/guidance/appendixa.pdf
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In a fashion similar to Zhao, et al., (2010), we formulate the joint equilibrium
outcomes of the emissions and electricity market as a linear-complementarity prob-
lem. Unlike Zhao, et al. (2010), and Fowlie, et al. (2010) we do not study the
implications for updating policies on plant investment or retirements. In this sense
our model, while dynamic, is focused on short-run operational decisions.

Our study differs from previous work in several important ways. While Fowlie
(2009) models portions of the western electricity market, we model the emissions
credit prices as endogenous to the cap-and-trade market. This is central to our work
given our focus on the endogenous impact of allocation policies on permit prices.
Second, we explicitly model the first-deliverer aspects of the AB 32 policies. To
our knowledge, this is the first empirical study directed at this topic. Previous work
examining the impacts of allocation have either taken a general equilibrium approach
(Bohringer and Lange (2005), Sterner and Muller (2008), Fischer and Fox (2008), or
applied more complex formulations to stylized market data (Chen et al., 2011, Zhao,
et al., 2010, Neuhoff, et al., 2006). Except Chen et al. (2011), all these papers,
including Bushnell and Chen (2011), which is closely related to this one, model a
purely source-based system.

Model

In this section, we first describe our equilibrium model and then discuss how we
apply data from various sources to arrive at our calculations.

We assume here that firms act in a manner consistent with perfect competition
with regards to both the electricity and emissions permit markets.6 As such, the
solution stemming from a perfectly competitive market is equivalent to the solution
of a social planner’s problem of maximizing total welfare.

The key variables and parameters of the model are grouped according to four
important indices: the origin, destination, plant, and time period of production.
The total production of plant p from location i exported to location j, at time t
is represented by qp,i,j,t. Production costs Cp(qp,t), vary by firm, technology, and
location, and are constant for each plant and are unchanging over time.

Cp(qp,t) = cpqp,t (2.1)

where qp,t =
∑

j qp,i,j,t. Total emissions by firm and technology are determined
by a constant emissions rate ep and denoted ep(qp,t) = ep ∗ qp,t.

6Although the California market was notorious for its high degree of market power in the early
part of this decade, competitiveness has dramatically improved in the years since the California
crisis, while the vast majority of supply in the rest of the WECC remains regulated under traditional
cost-of-service principles.
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Wholesale electricity is assumed to be a homogenous commodity for purposes of
setting wholesale prices, although prices are assumed to vary by location subject to
transmission constraints as described below. For each time period t ∈ {0, ..., T}, a
perfectly competitive market outcome is obtained by solving the following welfare
maximizing problem: ∫ Qj,t

0

Pj,t(Q)dQ−
∑
p

Cp(qp,t), (2.2)

where Pj,t(Q) gives the power prices in location j in period t, and Qj,t =
∑

p,i qp,i,j,t.

The output qp,t is further limited by its capacity: qp,t ≤ Q̄p. The electricity sales are
also subject to cap-and-trade regulation that will also be discussed below.

First-Deliverer Enforcement

As discussed above, one mechanism that can at least partially combat leakage is regu-
lating emissions from imports by applying the emissions obligation on first deliverers
of electricity to the grid. In the case of imported power, this requires importers of
power to acquire emissions allowances and offsets equal to the measured or estimated
emissions of the sources from which the imported power is claimed to originate. In
addition, power plants within California will be required to cover their emissions with
compliance instruments, following a more conventional “source-based” paradigm.

We model this hybrid design by establishing the cap constraint in terms of both
in-state emissions and emissions from sources “exporting” power into California.
Therefore, emissions from electricity production falls into two categories, that within
the region covered by the emissions cap and that outside the reach of the regulation.
The following constraint is imposed to model the cap-and-trade regulation:∑

p,(i,j)∈REG,t

epqp,i,j,t ≤ CAP, (2.3)

where the parameter CAP denotes the total cap in the cap-and-trade regulation, and
the set REG represents those pairs of “origins” and “destinations” for electricity sales
that are subject to the cap-and-trade regulation. If the source-based is considered,
REG refers to the pairs with which the origin region i is California.

Additional Regulatory Measures

One challenge we faced when modeling the Western Electricity Coordinating Council
(WECC) market is the lack of information about the power plants that are not
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required to report in the Environmental Protection Agency’s Continuous Emission
Monitoring System (CEMS). We therefore assigned a zero emission rate to those units
since historically they are dominated by renewables and hydro facilities. Because
these units are assigned with a zero emission rate, allowing them to freely determine
their sale destination is likely to create an unrealistic re-shuffling opportunity, and
thereby bias the effects of cap-and-trade regulation. We therefore assume that the
power sales of those “NONCEMS” units are not changed in response to the cap-
and-trade regulation and fix their sales qp,i,j,t at their levels prior to cap-and-trade
regulation. To examine the sensitivity of this assumption on the market outcomes, we
later relax it by allowing 10% of the NONCMES outputs to optimize their destination
under the cap-and-trade regulation.

Another modeling detail that also requires additional explanation is the treat-
ment of existing or legacy contracts. Historically, some facilities outside of Califor-
nia are partially owned by the California utilities. Therefore, some percentages of
their output is designated to be imported into the corresponding utility’s service
territory by conditions specified in these contracts. Assuming that these contracts
are maintained, no accounting for them would inflate the flexibility of the market
and overestimate the re-shuffling effects. We treat contractual obligations as apply-
ing to percentages of a plant’s output. With this added constraint, the only way
a California utility can reduce its emissions from a contracted plant is through a
reduction in the overall output of that plant. Again, this constraint only applies if
we assume such contracts are maintained through their current lifetimes. We explore
the implications of this assumption in later sections.

Finally, we follow the proposals considered by CARB to apply a default emission
rate to account for the emissions from the unspecified imports. This arises from a
situation in which the emissions of the imports delivered to the California pool-typed
markets cannot be unambiguously identified. This regulatory measure allows those
plants with an emission rate that is above the default emission rate to circumvent
high emissions costs when selling their power into the California markets.

Transmission Network Management

We assume that the transmission network is managed efficiently in a manner that
produces results equivalent to those reached through centralized locational marginal
pricing (LMP). For our purposes this means that the transmission network is utilized
to efficiently arbitrage price differences across locations, subject to the limitations of
the transmission network. Such arbitrage could be achieved through either bilateral
transactions or a more centralized operation of the network. For now we simply
assume that this arbitrage condition is achieved.
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Mathematically, we adopt an approach utilized by Metzler,et al. (2003), to repre-
sent the arbitrage conditions as another set of constraints of the market equilibrium.
Under the assumptions of a direct-current (DC) load-flow model, the transmission
‘flow’ induced by a marginal injection of power at location l can be represented by
a power transfer distribution factor, PTDFlk, which maps injections at locations, l,
to flows over individual transmission paths k. Within this framework, the arbitrage
condition will implicitly inject and consume power, yl,t, to maximize available and
feasible arbitrage profits as defined by∑

l 6=h

(ph,t − pl,t) yl,t. (2.4)

In the above arbitrage equation, the location h is the arbitrarily assigned “hub”
location from which all relative transmission flows are defined. Thus an injection
of power, yl,t ≥ 0, at location l is assumed to be withdrawn at h. This arbitrage
condition is subject to the flow limits on the transmission network, particularly the
line capacities, Tk:

−T k ≤ PTDFl,k · yl,t ≤ T k. (2.5)

2.4 Data Sources and Assumptions

We utilize detailed hourly load and production data for all major fossil-fired and
nuclear generation sources in the western U.S. Our primary sources are FERC form
714, which provides hourly system demand for major utility control areas, and the
EPA Continuous Emission Monitoring System (CEMS) data, which provide hourly
output for all major fossil-fired power plants. The CEMS data cover all major utility
level sources of CO2, but we do not model output from nuclear, combined-heat and
power, wind, solar, or hydro sources.

These hourly data are aggregated by region to develop the “demand” in the
simulation model. As discussed below, for purposes of the cap-and-trade simulations,
the relevant demand is in fact the residual demand; the demand that is left after
applying the output from non-CEMS plants. These data are combined with cost
data to produce cost and emissions estimates for each of the 419 generation units in
the CEMS database.

These data are then combined to create demand profiles and supply functions
for periods in the simulation. Although hourly data are available, for computational
reasons we aggregate these data into representative time periods. There are 20 such
periods for each of the four seasons, yielding 80 explicitly modeled time periods. As
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California policy was the original focus of this work, the aggregation of hourly data
was based upon a sorting of the California residual demand. California aggregate
production was sorted into 20 bins based upon equal MW spreads between the min-
imum and maximum production levels observed in the 2007 sample year. A time
period in the simulation therefore is based upon the mean of the relevant market
data for all actual 2007 data that fall within the bounds of each bin. Data for the
entire western grid, for a given hour, are then included in this hourly aggregation
so each bin represents an average of several individual concurrent west-wide hourly
market conditions.

The number of season-hour observations in each bin is therefore unbalanced, there
are relatively few observations in the highest and lowest production levels, and more
closer to the median levels. The demand levels used in the simulation are then based
upon the mean production levels observed in each bin. In order to calculate aggregate
emissions, the resulting outputs for each simulated demand level was multiplied by
the number of actual market hours used to produce the input for that simulated
demand level. For example, every actual hour (there were 54) during Spring 2007
in which California residual demand fell between 6949 and 7446 MW were combined
into a single representative hour for simulation purposes. The resulting emissions
from this hour were then multiplied by 54 to generate an annualized equivalent total
level of emissions.

In the following sub-sections, we describe further the assumptions and functional
forms utilized in the simulation.

Market Demand

Aggregate demand is taken from FERC form 714, which provides hourly total end-
use consumption by control-area and is aggregated to the North American Electric
Reliability Commission (NERC) sub-region level. As described below a large portion
of this demand is served by generation with effectively no CO2 emissions, such as
nuclear and hydro sources. This generation needs to be netted out from total demand
to produce a residual demand to be met by GHG producing fossil sources.

End-use consumption in each sub-region is represented by the demand function
Ql,t = αl,t − βlpl,t, yielding an inverse demand curve defined as

plt =
αl,t −

∑
i,j qi,j,t − yi,t
βl

(2.6)

where yi,t is the aggregate net transmission flow into location l. The intercept
of the demand function is based upon the actual production levels in each location
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calculated as described above. In other words, we model a linear demand curve that
passes through the observed price-quantity pairs for each period. As electricity is an
extremely inelastic product, we utilize an extremely low value for the slopes of this
demand curve. For each region, the regional slope of the demand curve is set so that
the median elasticity in each region is -.05.7

Hydro, Renewable and other Generation

Generation capacity and annual energy production for each of our regions is reported
by technology type in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. We lack data on the hourly production
quantities for the production from renewable resources, hydro-electric resources, com-
bined heat and power, and small thermal resources that comprise the “non-CEMS”
category. By construction, the aggregate production from these resources will be the
difference between market demand in a given hour, and the amount of generation
from large thermal (CEMS) units in that hour. In effect we are assuming that, under
our CO2 regulation counter-factual, the operations of non-modeled generation (e.g.,
renewable and hydro) plants would not have changed. This is equivalent to assuming
that compliance with the CO2 reduction goals of a cap-and-trade program will be
achieved through the reallocation of production within the set of modeled plants. We
believe that this is a reasonable assumption for two reasons. First the vast majority
of the CO2 emissions from this sector come from these modeled resources. Indeed,
data availability is tied to emissions levels since the data are reported through en-
vironmental compliance to existing regulations. Second, the total production from
“clean” sources is unlikely to change in the short-run. The production of low carbon
electricity is driven by natural resource availability (e.g., rain, wind, solar) or, in the
case of combined heat and power (CHP), to non-electricity production decisions. The
economics of production are such that these sources are already producing all the
power they can, even without additional CO2 regulation. To a first-order, short-run
emissions reductions will have to come either from shifting production among con-
ventional sources, a reduction in end-use electricity demand, or through substitution
with unregulated imports, i.e., leakage or reshuffling.8

7When the market is modeled as perfectly competitive, as it is here, the results are relatively
insensitive to the elasticity assumption, as price is set at the marginal cost of system production
and the range of prices is relatively modest.

8It is important to recognize that our modeling approach not only assumes that existing zero-
carbon sources will not change how much they produce but also when they produce it. An in-
teresting question is whether a redistribution of hydro-electric power across time could lower CO2

emissions by enabling a better management of fossil generation sources. Such an analysis would
require a co-optimization of hydro and thermal electric production and is beyond the scope of this
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Fossil-Fired Generation Costs and Emissions

We explicitly model the major fossil-fired thermal units in each electric system.
Because of the legacy of cost-of-service regulation, relatively reliable data on the
production costs of thermal generation units are available. The cost of fuel comprises
the major component of the marginal cost of thermal generation. The marginal cost
of a modeled generation unit is estimated to be the sum of its direct fuel, CO2, and
variable operation and maintenance (VO&M) costs. Fuel costs can be calculated by
multiplying the price of fuel, which varies by region, by a unit’s ‘heat rate,’ a measure
of its fuel-efficiency.

The capacity of a generating unit is reduced to reflect the probability of a forced
outage of each unit. The available capacity of generation unit i, is taken to be
(1− fofi) ∗ capi, where capi is the summer-rated capacity of the unit and fofi is the
forced outage factor reflecting the probability of the unit being completely down at
any given time.9 Unit forced outage factors are taken from the generator availability
data system (GADS) data that are collected by the North American Reliability
Councils. These data aggregate generator outage performance by technology, age,
and region.

Generation marginal costs are derived from the costs of fuel and variable operating
and maintenance costs for each unit in our sample. Platts provides a unit average
heat-rate for each of these units. These heat-rates are multiplied by a regional average
fuel cost for each fuel and region, also taken from Platts. Marginal cost of each plant
p is therefore constant:

Cp(q
i
p,t) = cpqp,t. (2.7)

Emissions Rates
Emissions rates, measured as tons CO2/MWh, are based upon the fuel-efficiency

(heat-rate) of a plant and the CO2 intensity of the fuel burned by that plant. The
average emissions rates of all facilities are summarized by region in Table 2.3.

Transmission Network

Our regional markets are highly aggregated geographically. The region we model
is the electricity market contained within the U.S. portion of the Western Electric-
ity Coordinating Council (WECC). The WECC is the organization responsible for

paper.
9This approach to modeling unit availability is similar to Wolfram (1999) and Bushnell, Mansur

and Saravia (2008).
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coordinating the planning investment, and general operating procedures of electric-
ity networks in most states west of the Mississippi. The multiple sub-networks, or
control areas, contained within this region are aggregated into four “sub-regions.”
Between (and within) these regions are over 50 major transmission interfaces, or
paths. Due to both computational and data considerations, we have aggregated this
network into a simplified 5 region network consisting primarily of the 4 major sub-
regions.10 Figure 2.1 illustrates the areas covered by these regions. The states in
white, plus California, constitute the US participants in the WECC.

Given the aggregated level of the network, we model the relative impedance of
each set of major pathways as roughly inverse to their voltage levels. The network
connecting AZNM and the NWPP to CA is higher voltage (500 KV) than the pre-
dominantly 345 KV network connecting the other regions. For our purposes, we
assume that these lower voltage paths yield 5/3 the impedance of the direct paths to
CA. Flow capacities over these interfaces are based upon WECC data, and aggregate
the available capacities of aggregate transmission paths between regions.

2.5 Results

In this section we discuss the implications of different degrees of enforcement of
various anti-reshuffling elements in the market, as well as contrast these results to
alternative hypothetical cap-and-trade designs. We begin with a discussion of the
baseline simulation. The impacts of the regulation are based upon changes from this
baseline, no-cap scenario to the counter-factual simulations with various forms of the
regulation.

Baseline Simulations

For the baseline year of 2007 we first simulate production in the WECC to establish
a baseline level of production, emissions, and emissions associated with imports into
California. Figure 2.2 summarizes energy production and the associated emissions
from the baseline run and from the actual CEMS data. The model assumptions
manage to recreate aggregate baseline emissions by source reasonably accurately.
Total WECC-wide emissions from the baseline simulation are 345 mmTons compared

10The final “node” in the network consists of the Intermountain power plant in Utah. This
plant is connected to southern California by a high-capacity DC line, and is often considered to be
electrically part of California. However under some regulatory scenarios, it would not in fact be
part of California for GHG purposes, it is represented as a separate location that connects directly
to California.
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to 341 tons in the CEMS data. Baseline emissions in each region are within 7% of
baseline in each region.

For an evaluation of the first-deliverer elements of the regulation, it is necessary
to establish a baseline level not only of emissions sources but of emissions based upon
consumption. This means simulating the pair-wise matching of specific destinations
to the production from each power plant. It is important to recognize that this
matching of sources to consumption does not affect the overall power-flow or any
other constraint associated with the physical production, which is simulated based
upon an assumption of social-welfare maximization. The matching just serves to
establish baseline estimates of the emissions associated with consumption in different
regions.

We begin by applying several restrictions from known contractual and ownership
relationships to California power. We focused on the relationships between California
Load Serving Entities (LSE) and coal facilities located in other regions of the WECC
using information provided to us from E3 consulting. These historic relationships
are summarized in Table 2.4. The baseline model requires that these production
percentages be delivered into California from each of these facilities. Otherwise,
the model finds the optimal dispatch and assigns destinations without any addi-
tional constraints. In the case of a baseline simulation, absent any costs associated
with emissions, there are multiple solutions to this matching of sources and destina-
tions. Our simulation produced emissions associated with California consumption of
around 108 mmTons, which is close to the values given in the 2007 GHG inventory
calculations from CARB.

Table 2.5 summarizes the sources of power consumed in California under our
baseline simulation. Note that, beyond Table 2.6 we do not have access to further
detailed matching data so, unlike with source emissions, we are unable to compare
the baseline to actual observations. The Four Corners facilities are included in the
baseline - as they were providing power into CA during 2007 - but have since been
divested and are therefore not included in the restrictions to first-deliverer sources
described below. The amount of electricity and emissions from coal generation that
could be potentially be re-shuffled from this baseline to meet the cap can be approx-
imated by taking the total MWh and CO2 emissions from out-of-state coal facilities
minus that of contracted quantities. These are equal to 31.6 TWh and 37.8 mmTon,
respectively.

Cap-and-Trade Results

Having established baseline levels of imports into California, we simulate several
alternative implementations of a cap-and-trade regime on the California market.
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The alternative scenarios include the following.

• A source-based regulation applied only to California sources

• A source-based regulation applied to California sources, with first-deliverer
measures applied to imports into California. One dimension in which the first-
deliverer policy may vary is in the assumed emissions (default) of ‘generic’
power imported through an exchange-based market or other transactions. We
examined several alternatives for this default rate, and report here the results
for 428 tons/GWh, the current practice, and for 1000 tons/GWh, roughly the
emissions rate of an efficient coal plant. In addition, we model three alternative
additional restrictions on the first-deliverer rules.

– Historic imports from contracted and owned coal facilities (except Four
Corners) and non-CEMS sources must be maintained at the same (base-
line) level.

– Same as above except imports from contracted coal facilities are not re-
quired (but are from owned coal facilties).

– Same as above plus imports of non-CEMS production from the Northwest
are allowed to increase by 10% and credited with the Bonneville Power
Authority average emissions rate of only 80 tons/GWh.

We simulate both a 15% and a 25% reduction in California utility power-sector
emissions from 2007 baseline levels. In the case of a source-based regulation, this
means a reduction from California utility sources from 41.17 mmTons to around 35
mmTons, or 30.9 mmTons, respectively. In the case of the first-deliverer scenar-
ios, this implies a reduction from 108 mmTons (including the 41.17 from California
sources) to a total of about 92 mmTons or 81 mmTons, respectively. The results for
a 15% reduction are summarized in Table 2.7.

The most obvious and significant result is that none of the California regulations
has much of an impact on WECC total emissions. The source-based California cap
produces an allowance price of just under $13 a ton, but almost all of the 6 mmTon
reduction in California is offset by increases in emissions in the other WECC regions.
This is the standard leakage result. The first-deliverer regulations avoid this leakage,
but compliance with the cap is possible through other mechanisms (discussed below)
that require no change in production from any sources, and therefore produce a zero
carbon price. The hypothetical WECC-wide cap, which by assumption would suffer
no leakage, produces a “true” reduction of 16 mmTons, with a resulting allowance
price of $35.26. Note that electricity prices in our no cap run may not reflect the true
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wholesale prices with accuracy. For example, northwestern prices in the baseline run
are higher, relative to other regions, than has historically been reported. Therefore
the interpretation of wholesale electricity price impacts should focus on changes
relative to simulated baselines, rather than on these levels.

When the reductions are forced to a higher level of 25% of the 2007 baseline,
more significant changes emerge. (See Table 2.7.) The first-deliverer regulations
now produce a non-zero allowance price and some reductions in output. The most
stringent version of the first-deliverer regulation, assuming a default emissions rate
of 1000 tons/KWh, produces the largest WECC-wide reductions, but this is still
a relatively modest savings of around 2 mmTons from production stemming from a
“reduction” of carbon associated with California consumption of around 27 mmTons.
By contrast, a WECC-wide cap with a goal of 27 mmTons reduction would produce
an allowance price of $40.51.

First-deliverer Policy Variants

It may at first seem striking that the application of the cap to imported power in
California has such limited impact on regional emissions. In order to decompose the
changes behind these results, we now turn to the matching of sources to consump-
tion that is fundamental to the first-deliverer paradigm. Figure 2.3 summarizes the
location of the consumption of the power associated with its production for the case
of a 15% reduction in California consumption-based emissions. Under the assump-
tion that default emissions are 428 tons/GWh, a substantial amount of the baseline
coal energy (all that is not under contract) is imported as default energy, which is
treated as if its emissions were quite a bit lower than their true values. When instead
the default is increased to 1000 tons/GWh, it is no longer economic to import coal
(or anything else) and claim the default rate. Imports are instead identified from
specific sources, but those sources shift from coal in the baseline to combined cycle
gas sources in the capped case.

The regulations have more impact when a 25% reduction is assumed for the power
sector, as Figure 2.4 illustrates. Because the cap is binding, there is some reduction
of generation from the dirtiest sources within California. The largest effects are still
from imports being claimed under the default (see 428 default) and from reshuffling
of sources when the default is set to 1000.

These results illustrate the nature of the problem of regulating consumption from
external sources. There are two mechanisms for circumventing the spirit of this
regulation. First firms can “launder” their imports by claiming the default rate
for non-contracted sources. The extent to which this is possible depends upon how
firmly other restrictions are enforced. The results above assume relatively strict
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enforcement of anti-reshuffling rules. Namely, it is assumed that firms cannot claim
default values for imports from coal sources owned by or under contract to serve LSEs
in California, and that no additional imports from non-CEMS sources are possible.
As we relax the assumptions about these restrictions, the amount of power that can
be claimed under the default increases. Table 2.6 illustrates this phenomenon for
the case of a 25% reduction of the California cap. This table summarizes the total
amount of apparent emissions savings from sources “consumed” in California but
originating from external sources that can take advantage of the default rate (e.g.,
non-contracted sources). Under strict enforcement of existing contracts, emissions
from imports are roughly 6 mmTons higher than they appear on paper due to lower
default emissions rates. As the amount of external power eligible for the default
rate increases, so do the savings from doing so. When all contracted coal plants are
“abandoned” as sources - and are assumed to instead sell generic power - the savings
from a 428 tons/GWh default rises to just under 8 mmTons.

Claiming power under a relatively clean “default” rate is only one mechanism
through which compliance can yield little true emissions reductions. In general, even
a modest relaxation of either the coal or existing hydro contract provisions has a
strong influence on the impact of the cap. Under a default of 1 ton/MWh, as the
requirement to import from contracted coal plants is relaxed, permit prices under the
25% reduction case drop from $48/ton to under $21/ton. As Figure 2.5 illustrates,
this is due to the reduction in coal imports into California. When imports from
non-CEMS (e.g., hydro) resources are allowed to increase from the baseline by up
to 10%, the price drops to zero. As seen in Figure 2.5, the amount of non-CEMS
energy consumed in California increases under this scenario, and the amount of non-
CEMS energy consumed in the Northwest decreases. Imports of combined cycle gas,
with emissions around .45 tons/MWh, are being exchanged for imports rated at .08
tons/MWh, the BPA default rate. This increase in BPA sourced imports, combined
with a reduction of coal imports relative to the base case, allows for compliance
with a consumption based cap in California without altering the physical dispatch
of resources in the WECC as a whole.

2.6 Conclusion

In this paper we analyze the impact of various forms of restrictions on greenhouse
gases related to California’s electricity consumption. We formulate a baseline elec-
tricity market based upon 2007 operations in the Western Electricity Coordinating
Council (WECC) region. We then simulate the impacts of placing a limit (or cap) on
the GHG emissions from plants either located inside California or producing power
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that, at least nominally, is serving California consumers.
From an environmental standpoint, the results are not encouraging. Our previous

work and research performed by others had indicated a strong vulnerability to leak-
age under a conventional source-based regulatory system. The simulations here are
consistent with those findings. Capping California sources reduces emissions within
the state, but also leads to increased imports and therefore emissions from outside
California. It was a fear of such an outcome that motivated the first-deliverer design.
The rules associated with such an approach are necessarily complex and a wide vari-
ety of options exist. We study several of the most likely variants of the first-deliverer
system and find that, at least for reduction goals of 15% to 25%, they are unlikely
to be more effective than a source-based system.

There is widespread opportunity for two mechanisms to undermine the effective-
ness of a first-deliverer approach. The first mechanism allows firms to import power
as “generic” power that is assigned a default emissions rate. The level of this de-
fault rate will determine the incentive to claim power as generic or as originating
from a specific source. When the default rate is set, as is currently the case, at the
relatively low level of .428 tons/MWh, there is a strong incentive for importers to
claim any power dirtier than that default as generic. There is large scope for this
activity, enough to easily comply with a goal of 15% emissions reductions without
actually changing either the sources or destinations of power. The only change is
the relabeling of imported power to unspecified, and the concurrent reduction in
emissions associated with that relabeling. With a more aggressive reduction target
of 25% simply relabeling existing imports is insufficient to meet the cap goals, and
further adjustments to production become necessary.

When the default level is instead set at a more conservative 1 ton/MWh, (roughly
that of an efficient coal plant) the incentive to claim imports as generic is largely
eliminated. There is little advantage to relabeling imports. This does create an
incentive for firms to exploit a second mechanism, however, reshuffling. The full
extent of reshuffling will depend also upon several “soft” factors, including any im-
pact of enforcement of CARB’s prohibition included in the cap-and-trade reporting
requirements, as described above. Other soft factors that might reduce reshuffling
include the reluctance of non-California utilities to be seen as increasing their carbon
footprint by taking on power abandoned by California buyers.

Because the effectiveness of the prohibition is somewhat uncertain, we consider
several scenarios meant to represent varying degrees of prohibition. One scenario
would prevent firms from claiming imports from existing hydro or renewable re-
sources. 11 Another scenario would require that firms currently with ownership or

11Another scenario, which we do not consider, in part due to the short run nature of our analysis,
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contract stakes in operating coal facilities to continue to be responsible for their pro-
portional share of the emissions from those facilities, whether they nominally buy
power from those plants or not. This amounts to a requirement to continue buying
power from plants under contract or owned by a California LSE.

When the prohibition is applied as envisioned, and reshuffling is fully eliminated,
the first-deliverer rules do result in some relatively modest real reductions in WECC-
wide emissions. For example, under an assumed 1 ton/MWh default emissions rate
and a cap that requires California electric sector emissions to be reduced by 25%,
emissions allowance prices reach $48 per ton. Reductions from the WECC overall
are about 3 mmTons, however, only about 10% of the nominal 27 mmTon reduction
required by the cap.

While we do not explicitly model other sectors regulated under cap-and-trade,
we believe that our analysis underscores a potential implication of embedding the
first deliverer approach within a broader cap-and-trade program. As described in
Borenstein et al. (2013), the ability to cheaply achieve a larger than average share of
emissions reductions from the electric sector, via costless or very low cost strategies
(such as reshuffling), could depress the allowance price and reduce the amount of
emissions reductions achieved from other regulated sectors, where more costly and
environmentally additional abatement may be feasible.

While we have tried to capture the most plausible outcomes from the prohibition
on reshuffling, this language is deliberately not specific, and it remains to be seen
what particular actions will constitute resource reshuffling under such rules. As such,
we believe it is important to represent the incentives to reshuffle, and to consider the
scenario in which resources are reshuffled, if for no other reason than to weigh the
economic pressures that such restrictions will be pushing against.

but which may bear importantly on the ability of firms to reshuffle, is the treatment of new renew-
ables brought online in compliance with the various state Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS).
For example, the California 33% RPS attempts to mitigate the potential for the RPS to instigate
reshuffling somewhat, by requiring that the majority of newly installed capacity directly connect
to the California grid. However, we do not tend to believe that this requirement will have the
desired effect. To the extent that newly constructed renewables that do (and do not) directly serve
California demand will free up formerly demanded coal production that may now be consumed
elsewhere (rather than reduce output).
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3.1 Introduction

In the United States, the transportation sector is the largest source of criteria pol-
lutants regulated under the Clean Air Act (CAA).1 Implementing smart policies to
control air pollution from passenger vehicles is critical to achieving the nation’s long-
term air quality goals. Optimal passenger vehicle criteria pollution control could be
achieved by imposing a series of pollution taxes equal to the marginal social damage
from emitting a quantity of the relevant pollutant.2 Unfortunately, implementing
efficient mechanisms to reduce emissions, improve air quality, and increase welfare
is not an easy task. Administrative, political, and technological constraints force
policymakers to choose among “second-best” policies for regulating the transporta-
tion sector (Lipsey and Lancaster, 1956).3,4 Instead of Pigouvian taxes, the 1990
Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) stipulate all passenger vehicle models must
meet emissions rate and emissions control technology durability standards, and pre-

1The CAA requires the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to set National Ambient Air
Quality Standards (NAAQS) for six categories of common air pollutants. These “criteria pollutants”
– so named, because EPA is required to set NAAQS based on scientifically-supported health criteria
– are particulate matter (PM), ground-level ozone (O3), carbon monoxide (CO), sulfur oxides (SOx),
nitrogen oxides (NOx), and lead (PB). Of criteria pollutants, PM and ground-level O3 present
the broadest and most acute threats to human health and the environment. Transportation is
also the largest source of volatile organic compounds, which, along with NOx, are precursors to
photochemical O3.

2If Pigouvian taxes were available, they would induce households to drive fewer miles and buy
less-polluting cars, manufacturers to market vehicles with better pollution control equipment, and
refiners to produce cleaner fuels (Fullerton and West, 2002). Capturing each of these adjustment
margins would yield more cost-effective emissions reductions than relying on new vehicle standards
alone.

3According to the theory of the second-best, when one or more optimally binding constraints
cannot be satisfied, it may be welfare improving to significantly change the levels of other constraints
that might not otherwise optimally bind. In the context of passenger vehicles, the lack of thoroughly
enforced and precisely calibrated pollution taxes per mile driven changes motorist behavior and
motivates the adoption of policies that would otherwise be inefficient. Further complicating the
analysis, evaluating the welfare consequences of policies targeting the transportation sector requires
a researcher to also consider the interaction effects of the policy with other preexisting unpriced
externalities (Parry and Small, 2005; and Bento et al., 2014) and the deadweight loss created by
imposing a uniform per-mile tax on vehicles with heterogeneous per-mile damages (Knittel and
Sandler, 2013).

4There is a long tradition of policy-makers using second-best policies to regulate air pollution.
Around the turn of the fourteenth century, the King of England outlawed burning peat coal (possibly
a reference to lignite), because it produced excessive air pollution damaging to the public health.
To enforce the law, a tribunal was organized to punish violators with fines and to destroy the ovens
of repeat offenders. Records from the era indicate that at least one third-time offender was executed
for his crimes (Haagen-Smit, 1950).
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scribe inspection and maintenance (I/M) programs to monitor and enforce standards
and durability requirements on vehicles circulating in regions out of attainment with
NAAQS for CO and O3. Even in concert, these partial regulations – partial, because
each regulation only addresses a subset of the possible adjustment margins – do not
closely approximate optimal control.5

Market and motorist responses to the second-best policy framework for regulat-
ing vehicle emissions create further challenges for policymakers. Costly new vehicle
emission control standards increase the relative value of older vehicles, which causes
individual motorists to continue to operate their older, higher-emitting vehicles for
longer than they otherwise would have in the absence of the new vehicle standards
– diminishing the net benefits of new vehicle standards (Gruenspecht, 1982). I/M
programs are designed to claw back some of these emissions reductions by forcing
motorists to choose between making costly repairs to bring their vehicle into com-
pliance with emissions standards and scrapping their older, high-emitting vehicle;
in I/M program areas vehicle registration is often tied to meeting emissions con-
trol standards. However, some motorists respond by ignoring emissions control and
registration requirements altogether, while continuing to operate their unrepaired
vehicle.

While the nature of the “fugitive” vehicle problem may seem likely to only affect
the fringes of the vehicle fleet, it is estimated that millions of high-emitting and un-
registered vehicles are currently circulating in the United States, many of which are
operated in the same counties that are furthest from meeting NAAQS for CO and
O3. In California, where the climate allows for very long-lived vehicles and many
counties do not meet NAAQS for CO and O3, the Department of Motor Vehicles
(DMV) estimates that more than 8 million vehicles have “disappeared“ from the
registration record in the last 15 years, often immediately after failing an emissions
inspection (DMV, 2013).6 These vehicles frequently disappear after registering emis-
sions rates far above their legal limits and many time higher than the fleet average.7

5Most notably, these regulations fail to provide a direct incentive to drive fewer miles, which,
once a vehicle’s initial emissions rate is established, is the adjustment margin that most determines
total pollution output.

6Vehicles may disappear from the DMV records for a variety of reasons: some motorists relo-
cate vehicles out-of-state without notifying DMV; others continue to be operated in-state without
valid registration; still others are informally scrapped. Due to the inherent difficulty in tracking
unregistered vehicles, little direct evidence is available as to the whereabouts of these vehicles.

7According to vehicle emissions inspection records from the California Smog Check program,
many of the disappeared vehicles were considered “Gross Polluters“: vehicles emitting more than
twice the applicable emissions standard. Because federal emissions standards for passenger vehi-
cles have fallen substantially over the last 25 years, these disproportionately older, gross-polluting
vehicles often emit pollution at nearly one hundred times the average emissions rate of a new vehicle.
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Thus, a small fraction of fugitive vehicles may contribute an outsized share of total
vehicle emissions, significantly eroding the effectiveness of policies meant to bring
non-attainment counties into compliance with NAAQS.

To reduce the prevalence of high-emitting, “fugitive” vehicles and to achieve addi-
tional emission reductions (beyond those mandated at the state-level) some jurisdic-
tions supplement I/M programs with emission-control-equipment-repair programs
(repair subsidy program).8 Repair subsidy programs provide vouchers to owners
of vehicles that fail an emissions inspection, and are often targeted at low-income
motorists. Vouchers are redeemable at certified repair centers for emission-control
equipment repairs up to a predetermined value. While these subsidies are only
available to vehicles that fail an emissions test, funds are generally not limited to
emission-control-equipment-repairs necessary to bring the vehicle into compliance.
That is, vouchers may be used to fund repairs aimed at lowering a vehicle’s emission
rates beyond the applicable standards.

Supporters of repair subsidy programs argue that they address an important un-
intended consequence of I/M programs: helping participants to fund emission-control
equipment repairs and keeping vehicles registered, while reducing local air pollution
from high-emitting vehicles that would not otherwise receive repairs. Skeptics ques-
tion the additionality of pollution reductions, arguing that repair subsidy programs
attract motorists who use subsidies to fund infra-marginal repairs, that repaired ve-
hicles are operated more frequently as a result of repairs, and that repair subsidies
backfire by keeping relatively high-emitting vehicles on the road. To evaluate the
validity of these claims an analyst would need to know the impact of repair sub-
sidy programs on vehicle emission rates, as well as motorist’s driving, scrapping,
and registration decisions. Unfortunately, there is surprisingly little direct empirical
evidence of the effectiveness of repair subsidy programs.9

8Retirement programs, which offer cash bounties to motorists willing to scrap a vehicle meeting
certain qualifications, are also a very common means of supplementing an I/M program. For
analyses of recent retirement programs, see Li, Linn, and Spiller (2013) who study the effects of
Cash for Clunkers on the new vehicle market and fleet-wide vehicle emissions and Sandler (2012) who
studies variation over two decades in the cost-effectiveness of a retirement program administered
by the Bay Area Air Quality Management District.

9One notable exception is Merel and Wimberger (2012), who study heterogeneity of repair
costs and changes in emission rates across model-years in the same repair subsidy program that I
study. The authors find that limiting participation to vehicles manufactured before the advent of
on-board-diagnostic emissions controls could increase the cost-effectiveness of the program. While
our research questions and identification strategies differ significantly, our results are broadly con-
sistent and potentially complementary; to the extent that newer-vehicle motorists are more likely
to independently complete repairs, the benefits of a targeted program may be even larger than
previously measured.
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I investigate a repair subsidy program operated in California’s San Joaquin Valley
(SJV). This region is ideal for studying this policy, because it likely has one of the
highest rates of high-emitting and unregistered vehicles in the country. Fully one
fifth of all emissions tests performed in this region result in failures. Accordingly,
the demand to participate in the repair subsidy program often exceeds the available
funds. Despite this scarcity, the program does not directly means test participation.
Instead, vouchers are distributed during a series of Saturday-morning events – held
at rotating locations throughout the SJV – and participation slots are allocated on
a “first-come, first-served” basis to the first 500 vehicles arriving at the queue. If
a participating vehicle fails the on-site emissions test or the motorist has evidence
that the vehicle recently failed an emissions test, the motorist is awarded a repair
voucher. In response, participants begin queueing well-before each event begins, and
the queue often exceeds the availability of testing slots.

I exploit quasi-experimental variation generated by the “first-come, first-served”
distribution of the limited quantity of repair vouchers to estimate the effects of the
policy on emission and registration rates. Formally, I estimate the average effect
of treatment on the treated group (ATT) via two-stage least squares (2SLS), using
participation as an instrument for treatment. As discussed in Angrist, Imbens and
Rubin (1996), this instrumental variables (IV) approach relies on the assumptions
of quasi-random (i.e. ignorable) assignment into participation, and that participa-
tion only transmits effects through treatment (i.e. the exclusion restriction).10 To
provide support for the ignorable-assignment assumption, I estimate the causal ef-
fects of participation with a Regression Discontinuity (RD) design across various
bandwidths.11 To test the exclusion restriction, I limit the estimation to a sample
of vehicles that were guaranteed to receive treatment, conditional on assignment to
participation (e.g. vehicles that failed an emissions inspection). In each case, I find
evidence consistent with my identifying assumptions.

I find that treatment lowers CO by 30%, HC by 19%, NOx by 20%, and increases

10In addition to the assumptions of quasi-random assignment and the exclusion restriction, the
model assumes a stable-unit treatment value (i.e. that the treatment assignment and outcomes of
each agent are independent of the assignment and outcomes of other agents), and that the effects
of the treatment are monotonic and non-zero.

11The local linear RD model is not a true test of the validity of the ignorable assignment as-
sumption. Rather, the RD model relies on the somewhat weaker assumption: endogenous factors
driving assignment into participation act continuously on the probability of participation around
the participation threshold, where the probability of participation changes discontinuously. Thus,
RD estimates of the local intention-to-treat (ITT), across various bandwidths around the partici-
pation threshold are stable, consistent with my estimates of the ITT from the reduced form of my
main specification, would provide support for the assumption that no unobserved process correlated
with potential outcomes is driving participation.
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the likelihood of registration by 52%. Comparing these estimates with “naive” esti-
mates (e.g. the pre-to-post-treatment difference), I find that 22% to 36% of emissions
rate improvements are infra-marginal. These results likely reflect the fact that repair
subsidies are costly (in terms of time) to access. Thus, the allocation mechanism
may discourage participation by motorists with higher values-of-time and willing-
ness to independently complete emissions repairs. There is also suggestive evidence
that vehicles are driven 10–15% fewer miles while unregistered. Accordingly, VMT
rebound caused by the treatment may erode a fraction of the direct emission-rate-
improvement benefits of the program. Using a theoretical framework that accounts
for these direct and indirect effects of the policy, I calculate that the average repair
will result in 102.12 kilograms of CO, HC and NOx emission reductions per treated
vehicle. On a per-kilogram basis, these reductions cost $5.51. Using estimates of the
marginal social damage of CO, HC, and NOx for the SJV, I estimate that aggregate
cumulative emissions reductions from each completed repair will confer $49.03 in
benefits to the SJV over the next five years.

The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 gives background on the repair
subsidy program and describes the empirical setting. Sections 3, 4, and 5 describe
the data, empirical strategy, and present the main results. Section 6 evaluates the
welfare effects of the program, calculating the implied cost of the program per unit
of pollution avoided. Section 7 concludes.

3.2 Policy Background and Empirical Setting

In many regions of the United States, the industrial boom and rise in automobile
sales during the post-War era contributed to a worsening air pollution problem. By
the middle of the 1950’s, the levels of photochemical smog (smog) in many urban
areas of the United States constituted a public health crisis (Haagen-Smit, 1950).12

While vehicles were known to be a major source of smog-forming and other hazardous
air pollutants (Haagen-Smit and Fox, 1954), it took nearly a decade and an act of
congress for the U.S. to begin to address the problem.

12Photochemical smog, which is primarily a combination of PM and ground-level O3, but can
include many other harmful pollutants, is the product of a chemical reaction of sunlight, NOx,
and VOCs in the atmosphere. Smog is present in all modern cities, but is more common in cities
with sunny, warm, dry climates, and a large number of motor vehicles, because all of the chemicals
involved in smog formation are highly reactive and oxidizing. Smog can also be transported, by
wind, to sparsely populated areas.
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New Vehicle Emissions Controls

Federal regulation of automobile emissions began with the passage of the 1965 Motor
Vehicle Air Pollution Control Act (MVAPCA), which amended the 1963 CAA. The
MVAPCA required reductions of 72% of total HC, 100% of crankcase HC, and 56%
of CO from all model-year 1968 and newer vehicles, relative to the model-year 1963
average. Congress replaced these standards in the 1970 CAAA, which also set NOx

emissions standards for light-duty vehicles beginning in model-year 1973. New vehi-
cle emissions standards have been revised several times: as part of the 1977 CAAA,
the 1990 CAAA, and with subsequent adjustments made by the United States En-
vironmental Protection Agency. Today, emissions limits for new passenger vehicles
are a small fraction of the original MVAPCA standards.13 New vehicle standards
also require manufacturers to guarantee the performance of emissions controls for at
least 50,000 miles. After 50,000 miles, maintenance of emissions controls becomes
the responsibility of the motorist and enforcement of emissions control durability
falls to I/M programs, where applicable.

Smog Check

The 1990 CAAA mandated I/M programs for counties in extreme non-attainment
for NAAQS. Smog Check is California’s I/M program. Since 1998, the program
has been divided into several area-specific regimes, based on attainment status of
the NAAQS for CO and O3.14 Enhanced areas, which are counties in extreme non-
attainment for NAAQS, require four model-year and older vehicles to pass a biennial
Acceleration Simulation Mode (ASM) test, which measures levels of HC, CO, and
NOx emissions, prior to renewing the vehicle’s registration. Vehicles registered in

13Standards for passenger vehicles have fallen dramatically from their initial levels: the HC
standard for the 1968-1969 model-year was 5.9 grams per mile and was 0.055 grams per mile for the
2014 model-year; the CO standard for the 1968-1969 model-year was 50.8 grams per mile and was
2.1 grams per mile for the 2014 model-year; and the NOx standard for the 1973-1974 model-year
was 3.1 grams per mile and was 0.3 grams per mile for the 2014 model-year.

14California implemented its first I/M program in 1979 in the Los Angeles area. A privately
operated test-only system for change-of-ownership vehicles, the program was unpopular, due to
limited testing facilities and the inconvenience of shuttling vehicles between test and repair facilities.
In 1984, the Bureau of Automotive Repair (BAR) launched Smog Check as a decentralized system
of state-licensed test and repair shops in all regions out of attainment with the NAAQS for CO and
O3. The program was overhauled in 1994, after the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 required
states to implement enhanced I/M programs in counties with serious to extreme non-attainment
of CO and O3 limits, which included much of California’s South Coast and SJV. After a period
of negotiations with EPA and legislative changes, enhanced Smog Check was fully implemented in
1998 (Eisinger, 2010).
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counties that exceed the NAAQS by narrower margins fall under the Basic regime.
Vehicles registered in a Basic area must submit to biennial Smog Checks as part
of the registration process, but are allowed to take the less intensive Two Speed
Idle (TSI) test, which does not measure NOx emissions. Vehicles registered in rural,
mountain, and desert counties in the east and north of the state are only required to
submit to a TSI inspection upon change of ownership.

The California Smog Check program is credited with removing an estimated 337
tons of HC and NOx from the air each day (IMRC, 2009). Despite these large
emissions reductions, the program has failed to meet expectations: many counties
in California continue to record dangerously high levels of ground-level ozone. The
abatement shortfall has been attributed, in part, to a small percentage of the vehicle
fleet that have disproportionately high tailpipe emissions (Stephens, 1994; Harring-
ton et al., 2000). Analysis of California’s registered vehicle fleet suggests that 10%
of vehicles are responsible for approximately 60% of tailpipe emissions (Knittel and
Sandler, 2013). Critically, these estimates do not account for the population of un-
registered vehicles circulating in California, which may contribute a proportionally
larger share of air pollution, relative to their share of the vehicle fleet.

Tune-In & Tune-Up

California assesses a four-dollar registration surcharge on vehicles registered in ex-
treme non-attainment areas, the proceeds of which are used to fund air quality-
related projects in extreme non-attainment areas. One existing policy experiment,
which engages unregistered and gross-polluting vehicle owners by providing subsi-
dized emission-related repairs, is the Tune-In & Tune-Up (TITU) program, a part-
nership between the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District (Valley Air
District) and Valley Clean Air Now (VCAN), a SJV-based not-for-profit. Structured
as a series of Saturday morning events, TITU recruits motorists to voluntarily sub-
mit their vehicles to an emissions screening test and, if needed, rewards participation
with a voucher worth up to $850 towards emissions control related repairs and Smog
Check certification at a participating STAR Test & Repair certified smog shop.15

Launched in 2005, the popularity of the TITU program has been tremendous. In
2013, VCAN tested more than 9,000 vehicles and disbursed nearly 5,000 vouchers
through the TITU program.

15Vehicles that arrive at an event before the participation cutoff with a Vehicle Inspection Report
(VIR) showing an emissions test failure within 90 days of the event date are not required to submit
to the on-site emissions screening test, and are guaranteed to receive a repair voucher. These
vehicles are still counted under the event quota.
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Due to funding limits and space constraints, VCAN limits event participation to
the first 500 vehicles that arrive at each event. In response to the participation limit,
long queues often form prior to the start of an event and persist well after the 500
testing slots are allocated. It is not uncommon for the first motorists to appear the
night before an event or for the 500 testing slots to be allocated by eight o’clock on
the day of an event – two hours after the official start of the event, four hours before
the advertised end of the event, and six hours before the last car is tested. The
popularity of the program has at least two important consequences. First, everyone
waits: whether arriving hours before an event opens or just before the last testing slot
is allocated, motorists can expect to wait several hours to receive an emissions test
and potentially receive a repair voucher. This substantial time commitment likely
discourages motorists with higher values of time from participating. If motorists with
higher values of time are also more likely to indepenedently complete repairs, then
the time commitment may serve as an indirect screening tool, reducing the share
of infra-marginal repairs. Secondly, there is often a queue of motorists waiting to
enter the event who are not allocated testing slots, as well as a stream of motorists
arriving after the event reaches capacity. Vehicles that are turned away due to
capacity constraints provide the counterfactuals for my treatment effect estimates.

Somewhat astonishingly, more than 40% of vehicles attending TITU events are
unregistered at the time of the event. Contradicting the view that unregistered
vehicles are infrequently driven, the majority of unregistered vehicles attending TITU
events appear to be driven extensively during long periods of delinquent registration.
Many unregistered vehicles are six months out of compliance or more at the time of
the event, and unregistered vehicles are driven, on average, more than seven thousand
miles per year. Of course, the statistics coming from TITU events should not be
thought of as a representative sample of vehicles circulating in the SJV. The rate
of unregistered vehicles attending TITU events is likely highly selected, because the
repair incentive and lack of registration requirement for TITU participation is likely
to attract a more than proportionate share of unregistered vehicles. However, the
presence of so many unregistered and high annual mileage vehicles at TITU events
is consistent with the existence of a substantial and frequently-operated unregistered
vehicle population in the SJV, and suggests that unregistered vehicles may be a
significant source of otherwise unaccounted for air pollution.

3.3 Data

My primary data are collected from 627 vehicles arriving at the TITU event held
in Fresno, CA on November 2, 2013. Vehicles in my data set were either allocated
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participation slots (500) or turned away after the capacity limit was reached (127).
For each vehicle, regardless of participation status, these data include license plate,
Vehicle Identification Number (VIN), odometer reading at the time of the event, time
of arrival at the event queue, an indicator for participation status and an indicator
for treatment status. The indicator for participation status is zero for turned-away
vehicles and one for participating vehicles. The indicator for treatment status is zero
for turned-away vehicles and varies among participating vehicles. Only vehicles with
a VIR failure in the last 90 days or that fail the emissions test administered at the
event receive the repair voucher (treatment). Thus, the indicator for treatment is set
to zero for untreated participating vehicles (215) and one for treated participating
vehicles (285).

Emission Rates and Mileage

To measure emissions rates, I merge the TITU data set with the BAR Vehicle In-
spection Database (VID) – the universe of Smog Check test results. The VID data
include VIN, make, model, model-year, engine size, transmission, weight, odome-
ter reading, inspection date and time, inspection location, inspection type (ASM
or TSI), overall inspection result, and the results for the individual components of
the inspection: the emissions test, the visual test, and the functional test. For the
emissions test, the VID reports HC and NOx in terms of parts per million and CO as
a percentage of total exhaust, measured at two engine speeds.16 I convert these re-
ported emissions readings into grams-per-mile using conversion equations developed
by Sierra Research for the California Air Resources Board in Morrow and Runkle
(2005), an evaluation of the Smog Check program.17 I also rely on the VID for
mileage data. To calculate annual mileage, I subtract the odometer reading at the
last emissions inspection from the odometer reading at the time of the event and
divide that difference by the number of years elapsed between measurements.

Imputing Missing Emission Rates

All treated vehicles receive pre- and post-repair ASM tests (recorded in the VID), in
addition to the TSI screening test administered at the TITU event. However, some
untreated participating vehicles are missing post-attendance emissions measurements

16As an enhanced Smog Check area, all emissions inspections performed in Fresno county are of
the ASM variety. As the reader may recall, the ASM test differs from the less intensive TSI test
insofar as it captures the NOx emission rate, in addition to the HC and CO emission rates.

17Conversion equations are functions of the measured levels of all three pollutants, vehicle weight,
model-year, and an indicator for whether the vehicle is a passenger car or truck.
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(22), some turned-away vehicles are missing either pre- or post-attendance emissions
measurements (32 and 47, respectively), and some turned-away vehicles are missing
pre- and post-event emissions measurements (26).18

Where an untreated participating vehicle is missing a pre-attendance emissions
test, I rely on the TSI screening test from the TITU event for measures of CO and
HC emission rates. Because the TSI screening test does not record the NOx emission
rate, I impute it as a function of the CO emission rate, HC emission rate, and a set
of VIN-prefix fixed-effects, calibrated using the set of ASM emissions test results for
vehicles that received an emissions test in Fresno county during the six months prior
to and following the event, collected from the VID.19

Where an untreated participating vehicle is missing a post-attendance a test re-
sult, and where a turned away vehicle is missing a pre- or post-attendance test result,
I use the VID data to impute emission rates. Emission rates are predicted using co-
efficients from regressions of vehicle emission rates at the most recently completed
emissions test on odometer reading, a quadratic term of days since the last completed
emissions test, emission rates for CO, HC, and NOx at the last completed emissions
test, and a set of VIN-prefix fixed-effect, calibrated using the set of ASM emissions
test histories for vehicles that received an emissions test in Fresno county during the
six months prior to and following the event. Where pre-attendance data are missing,
the last completed emissions test results are used to predict the pre-attendance emis-
sion rates. Where post-attendance data are missing, the pre-attendance emissions
test results or imputed pre-attendance values are used to predict post-attendance
emission rates.

This approach attempts to balance two potential sources of bias commonly as-
sociated with missing data. If vehicles missing a post-attendance measurement are
less likely to complete emissions-rate-improving repairs, then excluding these obser-
vations would downward bias my estimates of program effects. However, if vehicles
missing a post-attendance measurement are making emissions-rate-improving repairs
to their vehicles, and choosing not to complete the emissions testing process, then
assuming no change in emission rates pre-to-post-attendance would upward bias my
estimates of program effects. Effectively, imputing emission rates for vehicles missing
a post-attendance measurement is consistent with a no change assumption. Given
the strong economic incentive and relatively low cost of completing emissions testing

18Vehicles are considered to be missing pre- or post-attendance measurements if the vehicle
has not received an emissions test within 90 days pre- or post-attendance, respectively. Emissions
results for completed tests are included regardless of whether the test result is a pass or fail. Results
for aborted tests are excluded.

19VIN-prefix fixed effects are essentially make-by-model-by-model-year-by-drivetrain-by-engine-
size fixed effects.
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and certification, once emissions-rate-improving repairs are performed, this may be
a relatively weak assumption.

Registration

I use DMV registration records to measure the registration status of vehicles at the
time of the event and one year after the event. DMV records provide registration
status by VIN, as well as registration type and date the registration expires, allowing
me to identify registration activity prior-to and after the event.

Repair

Repair data are collected from the STAR Test & Repair-certified smog shops com-
pleting repairs on vouchered vehicles. The average cost of completing repairs is
$563. Amounts range from the cost of issuing a Smog Check certificate ($30) to full
voucher-redemption for the replacement of a catalytic converter ($850), for which
the vehicle owner paid the remaining balance ($750). When motorists contribute
to the cost of vehicle repairs, the motorist’s contribution to the repair bill is also
recorded. The repair outlays of motorists who do not receive a repair voucher are
unobserved.20

Summary Statistics

Table 3.1 reports means and standard deviations for the main pre-treatment vari-
ables, broken-out by turned away (column 1) and participating (column 2) vehicles,
as well as treated (column 3) and untreated (column 4) vehicles. Participating and
turned-away vehicles are similar in observable characteristics: pre-attendance ve-
hicle age, odometer reading, annual mileage, and emissions rates line-up closely;
rates of pre-attendance registration and recent emissions test failures are also simi-
lar between participating and turned-away vehicles. Between treated and untreated
vehicles, treated vehicles tend to be several years older and have marginally higher
odometer readings. Treated vehicles tend to be significantly higher-emitting. Un-

20Under the assumption that repair outlays made by turned-away motorists are equal to outlays
made by treated vehicles, on average, it is not necessary to observe repair expenditures made by
motorists of turned-away vehicles to estimate the cost-effectiveness of the repair subsidy program.
Instead, cost-effectiveness can be estimated using the ratio of additional cumulative emissions re-
ductions (calculated using the treatment effect estimates) to the value of program outlays (exclusive
of motorist’s contributions).
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treated vehicles are driven somewhat more frequently. Consistent with the treatment
criteria, no untreated participating vehicles have a recent VIR.

Table 3.2 reports means and standard deviations for the pre- and post-treatment
variables that make-up the regressands of interest (e.g. changes), broken-out by
turned away (column 1) and participating (column 2) vehicles, as well as treated (col-
umn 3) and untreated (column 4) vehicles. In the post period, emissions rates differ
significantly between participating and turned-away vehicles, with relative emissions
declines concentrated among treated vehicles. Post-period registration rates differ
among participating and turned-away vehicles, with higher rates among participating
vehicles, and relatively larger gains among treated vehicles.

3.4 Empirical Strategy

Due to resource constraints, only a limited number of vehicles can be tested at each
event. Vehicles that arrive at the end of the queue after capacity is reached do
not receive an emissions screening test and are not eligible for a repair voucher,
regardless of whether the vehicle has a recent VIR failure. This hard participation
rule provides quasi-experimental variation that allows me to implement a research
design where the outcomes of turned-away vehicles serve as the counterfactual for the
outcomes of vehicles that arrive prior to the event cutoff (participants). Because not
all participating vehicles receive the treatment, but assignment to the treatment is
exogenous to participating vehicles, I implement an IV strategy, using participation
as an instrument for treatment. Below, I present the IV model, discuss identifying
assumptions, and propose robustness checks.

Instrumental Variables

To identify the causal effects of the repair subsidy program on emission and reg-
istration rates, one would ideally randomly assign repair subsidies to vehicles and
measure the outcomes of treated and untreated vehicles. Within this framework, the
outcomes of untreated vehicles provide a clear counterfactual for treated vehicles,
identifying the average causal effect of the treatment (Rubin, 1974). When partic-
ipation in a social program is not randomly assigned, but treatment assignment is
exogenous, it is common to assume that treatment assignment is ignorable: that
outcomes of those not assigned to the treatment are an unbiased counterfactual for
outcomes of those assigned to the treatment. However, when treatment assignment
does not guarantee treatment, estimating the ITT effect does not approximate the
ideal experiment. As discussed in Angrist, Imbens and Rubin (1996), with the ad-
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ditional assumption that treatment assignment only transmits effects through the
treatment (e.g. the exclusion restriction), treatment assignment is a valid instru-
ment for treatment, and the IV estimand – the ratio of the ITT to the difference in
treated shares among those assigned to the treatment and not – can be interpreted
as the average causal effect of the treatment on those who’s uptake of the treatment
depends on their assignment to the treatment (compliers).

In the context of TITU, I am able to exploit quasi-experimental variation in
program participation, generated by the “first-come, first-served” distribution of a
limited quantity of participation slots, to estimate the causal effects of participation
on emission and registration rates. If participation is ignorable, I can consistently
estimate the ITT effects. As in many settings, assignment to participation does
not guarantee treatment: only 285 of 500 participating vehicles receive the treat-
ment. Assignment to treatment requires that a vehicle fails the on-site emissions
screening test or has a recent failing VIR. I will argue that, coupled with positive
selection by motorists into participation, the treatment selection criteria imply that
all treated vehicles are compliers. That is, the share of treated vehicles is the ITT
effect of participation on treatment assignment. By virtue of ignorable assignment
into participation, I can estimate the IV estimand of the ATT effects on emission or
registration rates – the ratio of the ITT effect on the relevant rate and the share of
treated vehicles.

Formally, I estimate the ATT effect via 2SLS, using participation as an instrument
for treatment. Equation (1) – the first stage of my regression model – captures the
effect of participation, 1(Participate)i, on the likelihood of receiving the treatment,
1(Treatment)i:

1(Treatment)i = α1 + β111(Participate)i + β21Xi + εi1 (3.1)

where α1 is the regression constant, Xi is a vector of covariates, and εi1 is the statis-
tical error term that captures otherwise-unaccounted-for determinants of the treat-
ment assignment. The vector of covariates includes age, odometer, annual mileage,
and the time in minutes from when the vehicle arrived in the testing queue to the
participation cutoff (negative for vehicles arriving before and positive for vehicles
arriving after the cutoff). Thus, my preferred IV specification controls for a set of
observed characteristics and unobserved arrival-time-varrying differences between ve-
hicles. Table 3 reports results for the first-stage regression. Participation (t = 11.23)
and age (t = 11.89) are strong positive instruments for treatment (consistent with the
treatment assignment criteria and patterns of vehicle emissions decay), while odome-
ter (t = −6.32) is a significant and negative instrument for treatment. Notably, the
coefficient on arrival-time (0.00003) is a somewhat tightly estimated statistical zero
(SE=0.0003).
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The second-stage equation estimates the impact of the treatment on emission and
registration rates:

Yi = α2 + β121(Treatment)i + β22Xi + εi2 (3.2)

where Yi is the level (in grams per mile) of a pollutant (HC, CO, or NOx) or an
indicator function for whether the vehicle is registered one year after the event, and
i indexes the vehicle.21 As in the first-stage, α2 is the regression constant, Xi is a
vector of covariates, and εi2 is the statistical error term, which captures otherwise-
unaccounted-for determinants of the relevant outcome variable. The parameter of
interest, 1(Treatment)i, captures the effect of the treatment on the outcome of
interest, and I interpret β12 as the ATT.

Identifying Assumptions

Valid causal interpretation of the IV estimand requires:

• Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption: The potential outcomes of
each vehicle are unrelated to the treatment status of other vehicles. Participa-
tion in TITU events is limited to one vehicle per motorist, and none of the
turned-away vehicles were owned by a motorist with another participating ve-
hicle. Therefore, it is unlikely that motorists interact in ways that affect vehicle
outcomes.

• Random Assignment: The participation assignment is random. If par-
ticipation assignment is exogenous to participants, conditional on my set of
covariates, then it is quasi-random (e.g. ignorable).

• Exclusion Restriction: The effect of participation on outcomes must only
work through the treatment. Participants that do not receive a repair voucher do
not receive any other form of assistance through the TITU program. Therefore,
it is unlikely that participation (without treatment) would separately affect
outcomes.

21For IV estimations of a limited dependet variable (LDV), 2SLS is typically preferred to probit,
due to the strong structural assumptions underlying the IV probit method. As discussed in Angrist
(2001), “linear models and associated estimation techniques like 2SLS are no less appropriate for
LDVs than for other kinds of dependent variables. This is because conditional expectation functions
with discrete covariates can be parameterized as linear using a saturated model, regardless of the
support of the dependent variable.“
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• Nonzero Average Causal Effect of Participation on Treatment As-
signment: Assignment to participation must affect the likelihood of treatment
assignment. This is clearly satisfied, because the probability of treatment is
relatively stable prior to the participation cutoff and then falls sharply after
the participation cutoff.

• Monotonicity: The probability of treatment must be greater for those assigned
to participation. This is clearly satisfied, because only participants receive
treatment.

While I have briefly argued for the plausibility of these assumptions, they are not im-
mune to skepticism. In particular, the ignorable treatment assignment and exclusion
restriction assumptions deserve special attention. I investigate these assumptions in
detail below.

Random Assignment

If the model does not sufficiently control for unobserved arrival-time-varying factors
or motorists with larger potential treatment effects systematically arrive at the test-
ing queue ahead of motorists with smaller potential treatment effects, ε2i may be
correlated with 1(Treament)i – violating the ignorable participation assignment as-
sumption and producing inconsistent estimates of the ATT. In the graphical analysis,
I explore the relationship between arrival-time and unobserved arrival-time-varying
factors driving differences in treatment effects by fitting pre-event emission rates and
emission rate reductions with linear models in arrival-time. If there is positive selec-
tion into participation, based on potential treatment effects, the slope will indicate
the magnitude of the effect.

As a further check of the ignorable participation assignment assumption, I exploit
the fact that the likelihood of participation varies sharply for vehicles that arrive
immediately before and after the participation cutoff to implement a local-linear RD
design (Thistlethwaite and Campbell, 1960). In the local-linear RD model, time
varying factors are controlled for with a linear time-trend within a local bandwidth
of the policy discontinuity (Imbens and Lemieux 2008). I estimate local-linear RD
models, using the rectangular kernel over several bandwidths: vehicles arriving within
30, 60, and 90 minutes of the participation cutoff.

As discussed above, a potential weakness of the IV strategy is that omitted fac-
tors determining the order that vehicles arrive at the queue could make comparing
observations substantially before and after the participation cutoff less informative
about the effect of the repair subsidy program. Under weaker assumptions than
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quasi-random assignment, the RD design yields consistent estimates of causal effects
in the presence of time-varying omitted variables. Hahn, Todd, and Van der Klaauw
(2001) show that identification of a local-average-treatment-effect with a sharp RD
design requires that the conditional mean function is continuous at the threshold. In
other words, provided that all other factors affecting outcomes (besides the repair
subsidy program) are continuous at the participation cutoff, the discontinuous effect
on participation of arriving just before or after the cutoff, should yield consistent
estimates of local-average ITT effects. Stable estimates that are similar to the ITT
estimates from the main regressions would provide further support for the ignorable
participation assignment assumption.

Formally, the local-linear RD models, estimated via OLS, are defined as:

Yi = α+β11(Participate)i+β2[Zi×1(Participate)i]+β3[Zi×(1−1(Participate)i)]+εi
(3.3)

where Yi is the relevant outcome variable and i indexes the vehicle. Yi is the change
in the level of grams per mile of a pollutant (HC, CO, and NOx) between pre- and
post-event measurements or an indicator function for whether the vehicle is registered
in the post period. The variable α is the regression constant. The indicator function
1(Participate)i is equal to 1 if vehicle i participates in the program, so β1 is an
estimate of the local-average ITT near the participation cutoff. The variable Zi
is the time in minutes from when the vehicle arrives in the testing queue to the
participation cutoff (negative for vehicles arriving before and positive for vehicles
arriving after the cutoff). Thus, the interaction term [Zi×1(Participate)i] captures
the relationship between arrival-time and outcomes of participating vehicles. If the
potential outcomes of participating vehicles covary with arrival-time, β2 should pick
it up. The interaction term [Zi × (1 − 1(Participate)i)] captures the relationship
between arrival-time and outcomes of turned-away vehicles. If potential outcomes of
turned-away vehicles covary with arrival-time, β3 should pick it up.

The Exclusion Restriction

In the IV model, I interpret β12 – the second-stage coefficient on 1(Treatment)i –
as an estimate of the ATT. One limitation of estimating the ATT this way is that if
there are average program-participation (APP) effects that act through a mechanism
other than the treatment, the ATT will be inconsistently estimated. This may be
the case if participation endows motorists with information that affects their repair
or registration decisions. Unfortunately, it is not possible to separately estimate
the ATT and APP for all treated vehicles, because vehicles in the control group
that would not have received a repair voucher cannot be directly identified from
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the data. Alternatively, the sample can be restricted to vehicles with a recent VIR
failure. Because these vehicles were guaranteed to receive treatment, conditional on
participation, limiting the analysis to this group sharpens the treatment assignment
mechanism and eliminates the need for the exclusion restriction. Thus, by comparing
treated vehicles that were guaranteed to receive a voucher for repairs with vehicles
that would have been guaranteed to receive a voucher for repairs (had they arrived
prior to the event cutoff), I am able to estimate the ATT for previously-inspected
vehicles. If the ITT is a treatment-weighted transformation of the ATT and APP,
then substituting in estimates of the ITT and ATT allows me to estimate the APP.
Equation (3.4) presents the argument formally:

ITT = Pr(Treat|Participate)× ATT
+ [Pr(Treat|Participate)]× APP + [1− Pr(Treat|Participate)]× APP

ITT = Pr(Treat|Participate)× ATT + APP

APP = ITT − Pr(Treat|Participate)× ATT
(3.4)

Under the assumptions that the ATT is the same for vehicles that did and did
not previously fail an emissions inspection, and that the ATT and APP effects are
additively separable, it is possible to identify the ATT and APP parameters for all
treated vehicles. Returning to the exclusion restriction, if the estimated ATT for
guaranteed-to-be-treated vehicles is the same as for all treated vehicles, then the
APP must be small or not exist, providing support for the exclusion restriction.

3.5 Results

I begin the analysis with graphical evidence, then report and discuss the main IV
regression results, and finally turn to further specifications and robustness checks.

Graphical Evidence

Figure 3.1 plots program participation and treatment status against arrival time for
groups of vehicles arriving at the queue. The y-axis measures the share of vehicles
participating in the event or receiving the treatment. The x-axis measures arrival
time in minutes, relative to the participation cutoff. Observations are binned in
twenty minute intervals. Each observation either represents the share of vehicles
that participate (inclusive of vehicles also assigned to the treatment) (navy) or the
share of vehicles that are assigned to the treatment (red). Over the intervals leading
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up to the cutoff, participation share is a constant 1.0, while treatment share varies
around 0.57. At the cutoff, participation and treatment probabilities fall sharply to
zero, satisfying the monotonicity and nonzero effect of participation on treatment
assignment assumptions.

Figure 3.2 plots the cumulative distribution of arrival times for vehicles arriving
at the queue. The y-axis measures the rank-order of each vehicle divided by the total
number of vehicles that eventually arriving at the queue. The x-axis measures arrival
time in minutes, relative to the participation cutoff. Each observation represents a
vehicle, so observations trace out the cumulative distribution of arrivals by arrival
time. The distribution approximates a logistic curve, with the median vehicle arriving
approximately 80 minutes prior to the event cutoff (indicated by the red line). The
distribution of arrival times appears to evolve smoothly through the participation
cutoff, inconsistent with manipulation of the running variable around the threshold.22

This may not be surprising, as the exact timing of the participation cutoff can vary
significantly across events. However, potential outcomes may still covary with arrival
times in subtler ways.

Figures 3.3–3.5 plot pre-treatment emission rates (for CO, HC, and NOx, respec-
tively) against arrival time for all vehicles arriving at the queue. The y-axis measures
emission rates in grams-per-mile. The x-axis measures arrival time in minutes, rela-
tive to the participation cutoff. Observations are color-coded, with treated vehicles
in red, (untreated) participating vehicles in navy, and turned-away vehicles in green.
Predicted emission rates by arrival time, separately estimated for vehicles arriving
before and after the participation cutoff, are included in gray.

In each figure, emission rates of treated vehicles tend to be higher than (un-
treated) participating vehicles, consistent with the main determinate of treatment
assignment. Where there is overlap, it is likely due to the fact that emission standards
vary significantly across the model-years represented in these data. Collectively, the
distributions of emission rates across participating vehicles appear similar to turned-
away vehicles, consistent with ignorable participation assignment. The fitted-value
lines for participating and turned-away vehicles exhibit very little slope; to the ex-
tent that there is slope, higher emission rates may be associated with later arrivals
among participating vehicles and earlier arrivals among turned-away vehicles. Near

22One concern with the ignorable treatment assignment assumption is that some motorists could
have better information about the timing of the participation cutoff than others. If the potential
outcomes of vehicles owned by these motorists differ from those of turned-away vehicles, my esti-
mates will be inconsistent. A first check is to look for evidence of manipulation in the variable used
to determine participation assignment, specifically around the participation threshold (McCrary,
2008). If some motorists had better information about the timing of the participation cutoff, we
would expect to see bunching in the distribution of arrival times.
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the participation threshold, the fitted-value lines approach similar levels, suggesting
no discontinuous effect of arrival time of on emission rates.

Figures 3.6–3.8 plot pre-to-post-event emission-rate changes (for CO, HC, and
NOx, respectively) against arrival time for all vehicles arriving at the queue. The
y-axis measures emission-rate changes in grams-per-mile. The x-axis measures ar-
rival time in minutes, relative to the participation cutoff. Again, observations are
color-coded, with treated vehicles in red, (untreated) participating vehicles in navy,
and turned-away vehicles in green. Predicted emission-rate changes by arrival time,
separately estimated for vehicles arriving before and after the participation cutoff,
are included in gray.

In these figures, emission-rate changes are measured relative to a zero baseline,
so more-negative values are associated with greater emission-rate improvements.
These figures show significant differences among participating vehicles: Emission-rate
changes tend to be large and varied for treated vehicles, while values for (untreated)
participating vehicles tend to be clustered around zero, consistent with the exclu-
sion restriction. Variation in emission-rate changes among treated vehicles likely
reflects differences in emission-rate-improvement potentials and emission-rate stan-
dards across model-years. The pattern among turned-away vehicles differs across
pollutants: CO and HC levels show modest emission-rate improvements, consistent
with small infra-marginal effects; while NOx emission-rate changes are generally more
negative, but also more varied, consistent with larger shares of infra-marginal emis-
sion rate improvements. The fitted-value lines for participating and turned-away
vehicles exhibit very little slope; to the extent that there is slope, higher emission-
rate changes may be associated with later arrivals among participating vehicles and
earlier arrivals among turned-away vehicles. Near the participation threshold, the
fitted-value lines are at significantly different levels, foreshadowing results from the
RD robustness checks.

IV Regression Results

Table 3.3 presents IV estimates and standard errors for the effect of treatment on
each outcome. Column (1) reports the results for CO, column (2) reports the results
for HC, column (3) reports the results for NOx, and column (4) reports the results for
registration status one year after the event. Consistent with the graphical evidence,
treatment significantly reduces emission rates across all pollutants. On average, the
treatment improved CO emission rates by 30% (z-score = −11.23), HC emission
rates by 19% (z-score = −9.61), and NOx emission rates by 20% (z-score = −11.05).
Treatment increased the probability that the vehicle is registered one year after the
event by 52% (z-score = 5.40). Consistent with variation in emission-rate standards
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and emission-rate-improvement potentials across model-years, vehicle age is strongly
predictive of larger emission-rate changes in columns (1)–(3) (z-scores range between
−6.27 and −8.41). At the mean, the difference of one model-year is associated with
a 2–4% change, depending on the pollutant.23 For registration status, the relation-
ship to age is also negative and significant (z-score = −4.56), but the interpretation
is quite different: age reduces the likelihood of registration. The difference of one
model-year is associated with a two percentage point reduction in the likelihood of
registration. This result may be due to the fact that newer vehicles are operated
more on average, giving the motorist a stronger incentive to register the repaired
vehicle. The effect of arrival time on emission rate changes and registration in the
post period is a relatively precisely estimated zero across all four columns, suggesting
no approximately-linear unobserved arrival-time-varying factors are affecting partic-
ipation assignment.

Table 3.4 presents means and standard errors for the treatment-effect estimates
from the IV specification, and compares them to “naive” estimates – defined as
the mean pre-to-post-event difference in emission and registration rates for treated
vehicles. Across all pollutants there is strong evidence that a portion of repairs were
infra-marginal: 28% (χ2 = −14.19) for CO, 22% (χ2 = −9.60) for HC, and 36%
(χ2 = −30.04) for NOx. Registration results also differ between the IV estimate and
the simple difference, but not significantly so. The IV-estimated treatment effect is
32% (χ2 = 1.71) larger than the pre-to-post difference. This likely reflects the fact
that registration status is usually in transition around the time of the event. For
example, many turned-away vehicles that were registered at the time of the event
became unregistered following the event. The simple difference estimate does not
account for these post-event outcomes.

Robustness Checks

Tables 3.6(a) and 3.6(b) present RD means and standard errors for the emission-
and registration-rate effects, respectively. Each panel reports coefficients for partici-
pation (e.g. the ITT), the arrival-time trend for participating vehicles (Arrival Pre),

23This result may lead some readers to wonder whether treatment effects covary significantly
with vehicle-age. Table 3.5 presents IV estimates and standard errors for the effect of treatment
and treatment interacted with age on each outcome. Column (1) reports the results for CO, column
(2) reports the results for HC, column (3) reports the results for NOx, and column (4) reports the
results for registration status one year after the event. In each column, the sign of the interaction
term is consistent with the pattern of changes seen in the main specification. However, none of
the coefficients is significant. Calculated at the mean age of a treated vehicle (17.43 years), these
results line-up closely with the results from my main specification.
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and the arrival-time trend for turned-away vehicles (Arrival Post), across various
bandwidths. Column(1) reports results for the 30-minute bandwidth, column (2)
reports results for the 60-minute bandwidth, and column (3) reports results for the
90-minute bandwidth. The first panel of table 3.6(a) reports results for CO, the sec-
ond panel reports results for HC and the third panel reports results for NOx. Table
3.6(b) is essentially a fourth panel of table 3.6(a). Column (1) reports statistically
significant participation effects for HC and registration, but not for CO or NOx. In
each case, the sign is consistent with the IV estimates. Across all panels of column
(1), the time trends are somewhat noisily estimated and fluctuate around zero. In
column (2) and column (3), the point-estimates stabilize across all panels. Coeffi-
cients on participation are significant, and similar across columns, while coefficients
on the time trends are somewhat precisely estimated zeros. Results from column (2)
and column (3) also line-up closely with estimates of the participation ITT from my
IV specification, providing further support for the main results.24

Table 3.8 presents IV means and standard errors of treatment effects estimated
using the sample of 197 vehicles with a recently-failed VIR. Column (1) reports the
results for CO, column (2) reports the results for HC, column (3) reports the re-
sults for NOx, and column (4) reports the results for registration status one year
after the event. Across all pollutants, the VIR estimates line-up extremely closely
with estimates from the main IV regressions. These results provide strong evidence
for the validity of the exclusion restriction, as the likelihood that each pair of esti-
mated coefficients are statistically different is quite small – implying the potential
APP is a tightly estimated zero. For registration status, the pair of coefficients dif-
fer somewhat, but are not statistically different. Possibly, the effect of treatment
on registration in the post period differs between vehicles that were and were not
guaranteed to receive the treatment or participation affects registration in the post
period, regardless of treatment status. What seems most likely is that the difference
reflects a relatively noisily estimated binomial variable.

3.6 Welfare

To evaluate the impact of the program on welfare, I embed the estimated treatment
effects within a theoretical framework that calculates cumulative emission reduc-

24Table 3.7 presents ITT estimates and standard errors for the effect of participation on each
outcome. Column (1) reports the results for CO, column (2) reports the results for HC, column
(3) reports the results for NOx, and column (4) reports the results for registration status one year
after the event. These results are equivalent to coefficients for the numerator of the IV estimand,
and are directly comparable to the RD estimates from tables 6(a) and 6(b).
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tions, accounting for the indirect effects of the treatment on the primary behavioral
adjustment margin (e.g. changes in vehicle usage). The direct effects of the program
– the cumulative reductions of CO, HC, and NOx emissions caused by the treatment
– depend on the changes in emission rates caused by the treatment (measured per-
mile), the durability of the emission rate changes (measured in years) and the VMT
of the vehicle during the period when treatment effects are accumulating. The pri-
mary indirect effect of the program – the rebound in cumulative emissions caused by
the treatment – depends on the emission rate of the treated vehicle and the effect of
the treatment on VMT during the period when treatment effects are accumulating.
Equation (3.5) formalizes the model for a single treated vehicle and pollutant.

∆E =

∫ T

0

[R0(t)−R1(t)]VMT1(t)dt−
∫ T

0

R1(t)[VMT1(t)− VMT0(t)]dt (3.5)

The integral of the product of the emission rate treatment effect, [R0(t)−R1(t)], and
the VMT of the treated vehicle, VMT1(t), represents the direct effect. The second
term, the integral of the product of the post-treatment emission rate, R1(t), and the
effect of the treatment on VMT, [VMT1(t)−VMT0(t)], represents the indirect effect.
Each integral is calculated over the interval 0 to T , the period of repair durability.
Summing over vehicles yields the aggregate cumulative pollution abatement of a
given pollutant for the set of treated vehicles.

Repair Durability

Accurately calculating cumulative reductions requires knowledge of how the treat-
ment effects will evolve with the passage of time and over what period reductions
accumulate. Because insufficient time has passed to evaluate the longevity of these
specific treatments, I rely on estimates from the literature on emissions related ve-
hicle repairs to parameterize repair longevity. Using data from the BAR Consumer
Assistance Program, which funds emissions control equipment repairs for low-income
motorists of currently registered vehicles, Merel et al. (2014) estimate that, on aver-
age, 41% of the initial emission rate improvements (measured relative to the emissions
rate path of unrepaired vehicles) are lost by the time of the subsequent inspection,
normally two years later. Testing several functional forms, the researchers conclude
that the emission rate improvements likely deteriorate linearly, beginning immedi-
ately after repairs are performed. Extrapolating from these results, I assume that
emissions rate improvements will decay linearly over five years.
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VMT and Rebound

As described above, unregistered vehicles arriving at TITU events are driven exten-
sively during lapses in registration. However, if the risk of enforcement action (e.g.
fines) for operating an unregistered vehicle is salient, and the likelihood of detec-
tion scales with VMT, then motorists should account for this variable cost in their
travel decisions, and vehicles should be driven less during lapses in registration. To
the extent that the treatment causes unregistered vehicles to re-register (and keeps
currently registered vehicles from becoming unregistered), treated vehicles may be
expected to be driven more than they otherwise would be. The emissions increase
associated with this indirect VMT effect erodes the direct emissions benefits of the
program.

To parameterize the effect of registration status on VMT, and to predict VMT
during the period when treatment effects will accumulate, I regress annual VMT on
age and fraction of the last year the vehicle was unregistered using the cross section of
vehicles attending the TITU event, via OLS. I use fraction of the last year the vehicles
was unregistered, as opposed to registration status in the pre-period to more finely
measure the effects of non-registration on VMT. Assuming the distribution of VMT,
conditional on age and my measure of registration status, is the same for registered
and unregistered vehicles, and if the effects of going unregistered and re-registering
on VMT are symmetric, the coefficients of this regression are consistent estimates of
the effects of age and registration status on VMT.25 Table 3.9 reports the results of
this regression. Within the sample, the model predicts that new vehicles are driven,
on average, 11,212 miles per year (SE=664), and that as vehicles age they are driven
169 fewer miles each year (SE=32). The coefficient on registration is 998 miles per
year (SE=440). Unregistered vehicles tend to be older than the sample average,
which is reflected in their average mileage of 7,599 per year (SE=3730); adjusting
for the registration effect, the model tends to fit VMT observations of unregistered
vehicles as well as registered vehicles, consistent with the registration effect acting
through a level shift.26

25It may alternatively be the case that either unregistered vehicles are systematically driven
fewer miles, conditional on age and my measure of registration status, or that certain motorists
allow their vehicle registrations to lapse in anticipation of operating their vehicle for fewer miles. If
so, then my estimate of the VMT rebound from reregistration will be overstated and my estimate
of average VMT will be understated, which will downward bias my estimates of the cumulative
emissions reductions caused by the treatment.

26Figure 3.9 plots the residuals from the cross-sectional regression. The y-axis measures de-
viations from predicted annual mileage, while the x-axis measures vehicle age. Observations are
color-coded by registration status: unregistered vehicle in red and registered vehicles in navy. There
do not appear to be systematic differences between the two groups.
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While the estimated registration effect in 998 miles per year, not all treated
vehicles would have gone unregistered but for the treatment; the main regression
results estimate that treatment increased the probability of registration by 52%.
To capture the expected VMT rebound effect, I multiply the estimated effect of
registration on VMT from the cross-sectional regression by the estimated effect of
the treatment on the probability of registration from my main regressions. Applying
equal weights to all vehicles, I assume that treatment increases VMT by 524 miles
per year.

Finally, some treated vehicles will be scrapped during the interval when treat-
ment effects are assumed to accumulate. Failing to account for vehicle scrapping
would upwardly bias my estimates of the cumulative emission reductions. I rely on
EMFAC2011, the California Air Resources Board’s tool for forecasting fleet compo-
sition and activity in the transportation sector, for vehicle-scrapping probabilities.27

To account for scrapping, projected annual VMT and VMT rebound are each mul-
tiplied by the year-by-model-year-specific likelihood that the vehicle will still be in
operation.28

Cumulative Reductions, Cost-effectiveness, and Net Benefits

Table 3.10 reports cumulative reductions, cost-effectiveness, and net benefits on a
per-vehicle basis. Column (1) reports results for CO, column (2) reports results
for HC and column (3) reports results for NOx, while columns (4) and (5) report
combined results for two-gas (HC and NOx) and three-gas combinations, respectively.
The first row reports average cumulative reductions per treated vehicle. On average,
treatment is projected to reduce CO by 90.51 kilograms, HC by 6.44 kilograms, and
NOx by 5.22 kilograms. The second row reports cost-effectiveness, calculated using
the average repair cost per treated vehicle of $563. Aggregated over CO, HC, and

27EMFAC2011 is an engineering-based model that can be used to estimate emissions factors
for on-road vehicles operating and projected to be operating in California for calendar years 1990-
2035. EMFAC2011 uses historical data on fleet composition, emissions factors, VMT, and turnover
to forecast fleet composition, motor vehicle activity, and emissions at the state, air district, air
basin, or county level.

28Some readers may be concerned that the treatment effect on scrapping is omitted from this
calculation (or the analysis, more broadly). While this effect is not directly estimated, it may be
important. Recent analysis by Jacobsen and Van Benthem (2014) explores the relationship between
used-vehicle values and scrapping rates; if treatment increases the resale value of treated vehicles,
they may be scrapped somewhat less, eroding the cumulative emission benefits of the program.
While these estimates could be used to parameterize the effect of the treatment on vehicle longevity
(implied by the treatment effect on vehicle value), it is unlikely that the market valuation or repairs
would be as high as the repair cost.
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NOx, emission reductions cost $5.51 per kilogram. On a mass-basis, the majority of
emission reductions come from CO, which is a greenhouse gas and has been shown
to cause harm to human health, but which likely causes much less social damage
than either HC or NOx. Aggregating over HC, and NOx, the cost per kilogram
of reductions is $48.23. Comparing these results to a recent analysis of the cost
of reducing emissions from mobile and stationary sources of NOx indicates that
reductions from the repair subsidy program are relatively expensive (Fowlie, Knittel,
and Wolfram, 2012). Row 3 reports social benefits from avoided emissions. Marginal
social damages from mobile-sources of HC and NOx emissions in Fresno county are
taken from Muller, Mendelsohn, and Nordhaus (2011). Column (4) reports that
combined HC and NOx benefits are $41.29 per kilogram. To calculate the net benefits
from CO reductions I use an estimate for the global warming potential of CO from
Johnson and Derwent (1996), and apply a $43 social cost of carbon. The avoided
GHG benefits of CO reductions are $7.74 per treated vehicle.

3.7 Conclusion

This paper focuses on one program that abates air-pollution and brings unregistered
vehicles into compliance by offering repair subsidies to motorists of high-emitting
vehicles. However, the results are likely relevant for many jurisdictions where the
unintended consequences of new-vehicle emissions standards and inspection and I/M
programs cause motorists to operate “fugitive” vehicles. Today, more than seventy-
five million light-duty vehicles are subject to one of thirty-one I/M programs operated
in thirty states and the District of Columbia. While each of these programs is
operated in counties out of attainment with NAAQS for CO and O3, and the marginal
social-damage from HC and NOx in these areas is often quite large, few states have
implemented programs aimed at abating emissions from “fugitive” vehicles. With
EPA considering more-stringent NAAQS for O3, policies to reduce emissions from
this otherwise unaccounted for segment of the vehicle fleet may soon become more
attractive to policymakers.

These results provide evidence for how policymakers might successfully target
emissions from “fugitive” vehicles; the program appears to bring high-emitting vehi-
cles into compliance without funding a large share of infra-marginal repairs. However,
the performance of this mechanism relative to means-testing is not immediately clear.
If, motorists with lower values-of-time are also less likely to independently complete
pollution-control equipment repairs, this allocation mechanism may reduce the share
of infra-marginal repairs funded by the program. On the other hand, requiring par-
ticipants to spend time waiting to receive a repair voucher generates social-waste.
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Ranking these approaches requires knowledge of how the value of motorist’s time
compares to the cost of public funds, and how each mechanism performs in terms
of funding infra-marginal repairs. In this analysis, I focus on estimating the share
of additional emission-rate improvements achieved using the queueing mechanism.
Future work estimating the share of additional emission-rate improvements achieved
by a means-tested program (without a queueing component) may be fruitful. More
generally, work is needed to analyze under what conditions using value-of-time as a
screening mechanism for allocating scarce public funds may be warranted.

There are important types of averaging underlying my estimates of average causal
effects. There is averaging over the impacts on vehicles from different vintages and av-
eraging across the marginal effects of each dollar of subsidy. In each case, more finely
estimated treatment-effects would likely lead to additional policy recommendations.
In future work, with a larger sample of vehicles, there may be profit in exploring
how treatment-effect heterogeneity could be used to increase cost-effectiveness by
restricting participation or changing subsidy amounts for a subset of vehicles.

Finally, this analysis does not directly measure long-run effects of the treat-
ment on emission rates or scrapping decisions. If emission-rate improvements among
turned-away vehicles are less durable than subsidized improvements, the share of
infra-marginal cumulative emission reductions will be overstated. This may be the
case if some turned-away vehicles rely on tampering to achieve reductions. If on
the other hand, the treatment causes vehicles to stay in operation for much longer
than turned-away vehicles, it could substantially erode future cumulative emission
reductions. Here, again, follow-on work to study progression of emission rates and
the effect of the policy on scrapping decisions will be useful for evaluating these
potentials.
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Table 2.1: Derated Generation Capacity (MW) by Region and Fuel Type

Region Coal CCGT Gas St Gas CT Oil Total
CA 0 10823 12430 2728 496 26477
IM 1405 1405
NW 9716 4506 610 1235 16068
RM 5596 1476 96 1659 8826
SW 8652 11623 1751 1042 23068
Total 25369 28429 14887 6664 496 75845
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Table 2.2: Energy Production (GWh) by Region and Fuel Type

Region Coal CCGT Gas St Gas CT Oil Non-CEMS
CA 0 66607 12898 1836 144 117766
IM 14407 0 0 0 0 0
NW 84321 24017 1884 1387 0 113553
RM 49534 9420 10 2236 0 1529
SW 75292 51184 2937 1374 0 63286
Total 223554 151228 17729 6833 144 296134
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Table 2.3: Average Emissions Rates (Tons/MWh) by Region and Fuel Type

Region Coal CCGT Gas St Gas CT Oil
CA NA 0.425 0.583 0.822 0.837
IM 1.011 NA NA NA NA
NW 1.093 0.437 0.639 0.826 NA
RM 1.126 0.420 0.792 0.828 NA
SW 1.081 0.398 0.627 0.856 NA
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Figure 2.1: Western Regional Network and Cap-and-Trade Regions
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Figure 2.2: Western Regional Network and Cap-and-Trade Regions
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Table 2.4: Energy (GWh) and Emissions (mmTons) Consumed in CA

Plant Units Location Fuel Type CA Share Contract?

Boardman 1 OR Coal 23.5% Yes
Four Corners 4 & 5 NM Coal 48.0% NA
Intermountain 1 & 2 UT Coal 78.9% No
Navajo Station 1- 3 AZ Coal 21.2% Yes
Reid Gardner 4 NV Coal 67.8% Yes
San Juan 3 NM Coal 41.8% No
San Juan 4 NM Coal 38.7% No
Bonaza 1 UT Coal 26 MW Yes
Hunter 2 UT Coal 26 MW Yes
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Table 2.5: Energy (GWh) and Emissions (mmTons) Consumed in CA

Source Energy Emissions
Coal 53210 61.99
CCGT 73414 33.66
Gas St. 20922 11.43
Gas CT 473 0.28
Oil 2195 1.84
Hydro/Nuke/other 134194 0
Totals 284409 109.2
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Table 2.6: Summary of Results with 15% Reduction in CO2

Outcome Region No Source First Del. First Del. WECC
Cap Based 428 1000 wide

Cap Default Default cap
Permit Price - 12.77 0.00 0.00 35.26

Cal 41.17 35.00 41.17 41.17 38.83
Emissions NW 118.78 121.51 118.78 118.78 117.58
mmTons SW 107.89 110.20 107.89 107.89 96.00

RM 63.07 63.35 63.07 63.07 62.32
IM 15.74 15.74 15.74 15.74 15.57
Total 346.65 345.80 346.65 346.65 330.45
Cal 61.63 66.28 61.63 61.63 80.05

Elec. Prices NW 68.32 75.57 68.32 68.32 88.74
Avg. $/MWh) SW 54.93 56.55 54.93 54.93 71.35

RM 60.16 63.8 60.16 60.16 78.49
IM 59.32 61.77 59.32 59.32 63.30
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Table 2.7: Summary of Results with 25% Reduction in CO2

Outcome Region No Source First Del. First Del. WECC
Cap Based 428 1000 wide

Cap Default Default cap
Permit Price - 21.00 43.14 48.96 40.51

Cal 41.17 30.88 36.64 35.84 39.40
Emissions NW 118.78 123.48 120.24 120.60 116.56
mmTons SW 107.89 111.55 108.77 109.59 86.43

RM 63.07 63.74 63.06 63.08 61.52
IM 15.74 15.74 14.97 15.74 15.74
Total 346.65 345.39 343.68 344.85 319.65
Cal 61.63 69.35 86.20 82.91 83.08

Elec. Prices NW 68.32 80.20 73.43 74.15 91.34
Avg. $/MWh) SW 54.93 57.22 53.95 55.94 74.83

RM 60.16 65.89 61.89 63.08 81.82
IM 59.32 62.27 59.96 61.23 63.36
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Figure 2.3: Western Regional Network and Cap-and-Trade Regions
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Figure 2.4: Western Regional Network and Cap-and-Trade Regions
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Table 2.8: “Excess” Emissions (mmTons) due to Default Emissions Factor

Regulation 428 1000
Baseline 5.64 .19
No Contracts 7.84 .37
10% BPA Imports 21.19 1.04
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Figure 2.5: Western Regional Network and Cap-and-Trade Regions
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Table 3.1a: Summary Statistics
(1) (2) (3) (4)

VARIABLES Turned Away Participants Treated Untreated

Age 16.56 15.40 17.43 12.70
(6.286) (6.498) (6.405) (5.583)

Odometer 198.1 189.0 191.3 186.0
(73.73) (68.93) (72.23) (64.36)

Mileage 8.356 7.855 7.494 8.335
(5.880) (5.492) (5.067) (5.987)

CO Pre 15.71 14.87 20.33 7.632
(9.466) (9.506) (8.672) (4.310)

HC Pre 1.470 1.576 2.243 0.691
(0.858) (1.015) (0.822) (0.357)

NOx Pre 1.257 1.366 1.744 0.864
(0.737) (0.800) (0.768) (0.517)

Reg Pre 0.630 0.614 0.544 0.707
(0.485) (0.487) (0.499) (0.456)

VIR 0.378 0.298 0.523 0
(0.487) (0.458) (0.500) (0)

Arrival 33.96 -97.58 -95.81 -99.93
(24.96) (54.89) (53.53) (56.68)

Observations 127 500 285 215
Sample standard deviation in parentheses
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Table 3.1b: Summary Statistics (Continued)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

VARIABLES Turned Away Participants Treated Untreated

CO Pre 15.71 14.87 20.33 7.632
(9.466) (9.506) (8.672) (4.310)

CO Post 14.35 9.783 11.93 6.938
(8.294) (6.072) (6.484) (3.990)

HC Pre 1.470 1.576 2.243 0.691
(0.858) (1.015) (0.822) (0.357)

HC Post 1.353 1.249 1.694 0.659
(0.768) (0.754) (0.672) (0.335)

NOx Pre 1.257 1.366 1.744 0.864
(0.737) (0.800) (0.768) (0.517)

NOx Post 1.127 1.057 1.217 0.845
(0.622) (0.633) (0.686) (0.479)

Reg Pre 0.630 0.614 0.544 0.707
(0.485) (0.487) (0.499) (0.456)

Reg Post 0.598 0.916 0.940 0.884
(0.492) (0.278) (0.237) (0.321)

Observations 127 500 285 215
Sample standard deviation in parentheses
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Table 3.2: First-stage IV Results
(1)

VARIABLES Treatment

Participate 0.595***
(0.0530)

Arrival 3.04e-05
(0.000357)

Age 0.0348***
(0.00292)

Odometer -0.00192***
(0.000304)

Mileage -0.00422
(0.00311)

Constant -0.160**
(0.0630)

Observations 627
R-squared 0.336
Standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Figure 3.1: Participation and Treatment by Arrival Time
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Figure 3.2: Cumulative Distribution Function of Arrival Time
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Figure 3.3: Pre-event CO Emissions by Arrival Time
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Figure 3.4: Pre-event HC Emissions by Arrival Time
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Figure 3.5: Pre-event NOx Emissions by Arrival Time
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Figure 3.6: CO Emissions Reductions by Arrival Time
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Figure 3.7: HC Emissions Reductions by Arrival Time
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Figure 3.8: NOx Emissions Reductions by Arrival Time
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Table 3.3: IV Results
(1) (2) (3) (4)

VARIABLES CO HC NOx Reg Post

Treatment -6.034*** -0.429*** -0.348*** 0.523***
(0.628) (0.0388) (0.0326) (0.0968)

Arrival 0.00375 -0.000156 -4.25e-05 -5.30e-05
(0.00237) (0.000138) (8.33e-05) (0.000282)

Age -0.185*** -0.0108*** -0.0129*** -0.0210***
(0.0281) (0.00172) (0.00153) (0.00461)

Odometer -0.000968 -0.000293** -3.20e-05 0.00134***
(0.00236) (0.000149) (0.000113) (0.000345)

Mileage 0.0329* 0.00108 0.00278*** -0.000967
(0.0198) (0.00124) (0.000873) (0.00274)

Constant 1.484*** 0.116*** 0.0678*** 0.692***
(0.417) (0.0304) (0.0205) (0.0641)

Observations 627 627 627 627
R-squared 0.663 0.695 0.790 0.413

Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 3.4: Comparison of IV and “Naive” Results
(1) (2) (3) (4)
CO HC NOx Reg Post

Treatment -6.034 -0.429 -0.348 0.523
(0.628) (0.0388) (0.0326) (0.0968)

“Naive” -8.400 -0.549 -0.527 0.396

χ2 14.19 9.60 30.04 1.71
Ratio 0.72 0.78 0.66 1.32
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Table 3.5: Treatment-effect Heterogeneity
(1) (2) (3) (4)

VARIABLES CO HC NOx Reg Post

Treatment -3.218* -0.280** -0.520*** 0.860***
(1.940) (0.118) (0.0885) (0.277)

Age× Treat -0.152 -0.00807 -0.00928 -0.0182
(0.0866) (0.00528) (0.01095) (0.0124)

Arrival 0.00381* -0.000153 -4.62e-05 -4.57e-05
(0.00219) (0.000133) (9.97e-05) (0.000313)

Age -0.126*** -0.00768*** -0.0164*** -0.0140**
(0.0400) (0.00244) (0.00183) (0.00573)

Odometer 0.000164 -0.000234 -0.000101 0.00147***
(0.00266) (0.000162) (0.000121) (0.000381)

Mileage 0.0447** 0.00170 0.00206** 0.000447
(0.0224) (0.00136) (0.00102) (0.00320)

Constant 0.188 0.0472 0.147*** 0.536***
(0.898) (0.0548) (0.0410) (0.129)

Observations 627 627 627 627
R-squared 0.670 0.706 0.791 .405

Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 3.6a: RD Results
VARIABLES (1) (2) (3)
CO 30 Minute 60 Minute 90 Minute
Participate -1.752 -4.004*** -3.359***

(1.445) (1.021) (0.815)
Arrival Pre 0.179** -0.0174 0.00422

(0.0760) (0.0233) (0.0128)
Arrival Post -0.0401 -0.00149 0.00233

(0.0255) (0.0106) (0.00805)
HC
Participate -0.196** -0.272*** -0.240***

(0.0970) (0.0719) (0.0580)
Arrival Pre 0.00828 -0.00100 -0.000228

(0.00511) (0.00160) (0.000893)
Arrival Post -0.00491*** -0.000302 0.000157

(0.00181) (0.000730) (0.000503)
NOx

Participate -0.0789 -0.186*** -0.162***
(0.0873) (0.0639) (0.0511)

Arrival Pre 0.00739* -0.000619 -4.67e-05
(0.00380) (0.00136) (0.000686)

Arrival Post 0.000268 0.000665 0.00106
(0.00263) (0.00131) (0.000841)

Observations 126 251 364
Standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 3.6b: RD Results (Continued)
VARIABLES (1) (2) (3)
Reg Post 30 Minute 60 Minute 90 Minute
Participate 0.371** 0.237** 0.227**

(0.148) (0.104) (0.0892)
Arrival Pre 0.00196 0.000474 -0.000191

(0.00416) (0.00135) (0.000637)
Arrival Post 0.00465 -0.00285 -0.00235

(0.00713) (0.00293) (0.00218)
Observations 126 251 364

Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 3.7: ITT Results
(1) (2) (3) (4)

VARIABLES CO HC NOx Reg Post

Participate -3.589*** -0.255*** -0.207*** 0.311***
(0.511) (0.0350) (0.0304) (0.0538)

Arrival 0.00356 -0.000169 -5.31e-05 -3.71e-05
(0.00335) (0.000225) (0.000182) (0.000241)

Age -0.394*** -0.0257*** -0.0250*** -0.00285
(0.0283) (0.00201) (0.00163) (0.00277)

Odometer 0.0106*** 0.000531*** 0.000638*** 0.000330
(0.00288) (0.000195) (0.000167) (0.000270)

Mileage 0.0584** 0.00289 0.00424*** -0.00317
(0.0276) (0.00186) (0.00159) (0.00231)

Constant 2.451*** 0.185*** 0.124*** 0.608***
(0.607) (0.0435) (0.0361) (0.0665)

Observations 627 627 627 627
R-squared 0.316 0.312 0.344 0.135

Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 3.8: VIR IV Results
(1) (2) (3) (4)

VARIABLES CO HC NOx Reg Post

Treatment -5.833*** -0.460*** -0.365*** 0.379***
(0.799) (0.0448) (0.0322) (0.0872)

Arrival 0.00695 -0.000308 5.94e-05 -0.000162
(0.00520) (0.000321) (0.000148) (0.000401)

Age -0.187*** -0.0105*** -0.0108*** -0.00785
(0.0471) (0.00267) (0.00215) (0.00551)

Odometer -0.00154 -0.000375* -0.000177 0.000434
(0.00456) (0.000215) (0.000160) (0.000448)

Mileage 0.0576 0.000632 0.00361*** -0.00453
(0.0425) (0.00264) (0.00135) (0.00382)

Constant 1.439 0.136** 0.0398 0.642***
(0.945) (0.0594) (0.0400) (0.108)

Observations 197 197 197 197
R-squared 0.478 0.529 0.694 0.232

Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 3.9: Cross-sectional Results
(1)

VARIABLES Mileage

Age -0.169***
(0.0319)

Reg Pre -0.998**
(0.440)

Constant 11.21***
(0.664)

Observations 627
R-squared 0.045
Standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Figure 3.9: Cross-sectional Residuals
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Table 3.10: Cumulative Reductions, Cost-effectiveness, and Benefits
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
CO HC NOx HC & NOx All Gases

Cum. Reductions 90.51 6.44 5.22 11.66 102.13
(Kilograms)
Cost-effectiveness - - - $48.28 $5.51
(Dollars-per-kilogram)
Societal Benefits $7.74 $18.04 $23.25 $41.29 $49.03
(Dollars)
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Appendix to Chapter 1

Sufficient Conditions – Suppose bidder j follows the equilibrium inverse bidding
strategy φj. I will argue that when bidder i has a value of vi, he cannot do better
than to bid b, such that φi(b) = vi. Using the calculus of variations, I demonstrate
that neither underbidding nor overbidding can be profitable.

Notice that the differential equations can be rewritten as: for j ∈ {s, w} and for
all b,

p(b)fj(φj(b))φ
′
j(b)− 1 = 0 (3.6)

CASE 1 (Underbidding): Suppose bidder i bids c such that φi(c) < vi.
CASE 1A: φj(c) < φi(v) < vi. If i wins with a bid of c, then his payoff is simply
vi − c, since there are no benefits to reselling. If i loses, however, j will offer to sell
the item to i for a price p(βj(vj)) and so i’s payoff is

max{vi − p(βj(vj))− c,−c}. (3.7)

Thus, i’s expected profit is

Πi(c, vi) = viFj(φj(c)) +

∫ aj

φj(c)

[vi − pj(βj(vj), vi)]+fj(vj))dvj − c (3.8)

where [x]+ = max{x, 0}. Differentiating with respect to c, and using (1.10) results
in

∂

∂c
P ii(c, vi) = p(c)fj(φj(c))φ

′
j(c)− 1 = 0. (3.9)

indent
CASE 1B: φi(c) < φj(c) < vi. If i wins the auction with a bid of c, then his payoff is
simply vi− c, since again there are no benefits to reselling. In this case, if j wins, he
will not offer to sell the item to i, since there appear to be no benefits from selling
to i. Thus, i’s expected payoff is simply

Πi(c, vi) = viFj(φj(c))− c. (3.10)
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Using (1.8) again,

∂

∂c
P ii(c, vi) = vifj(φj(c))φ

′
j(c)− 1

> φj(c)fj(φj(c))φ
′
j(c)− 1p(c)fj(φj(c))φ

′
j(c)− 1

= 0.

(3.11)

CASE 1C: φi(c) < vi ≤ φj(c). If i wins the auction with a bid of c, then he may
resell the item to bidder j, since there are potential gains from trade. His expected
payoff from winning is

Ri(c, vi) = max[Fj(φj(c))− Fj(p)]p+ Fj(p)vi. (3.12)

If i loses, bidder j will not offer to sell the item, since there appear to be no gains
from trade. Thus, i’s expected profit from bidding c is

Πi(c, vi) = Ri(c, vi)− c. (3.13)

Using the envelope theorem, and the fact that pi(vc, vi) > pi(c, φi(c)) = p(c),

∂

∂c
P ii(c, vi) = pi(c, vi)fj(φj(c))φ

′
j(c)− 1

> p(c)fj(φj(c))φ
′
j(c)− 1

= 0.

(3.14)

CASE 2 (Overbidding): Suppose bidder i bids c such that vi < φi(c).
CASE 2A: φj(c) < vi < φi(c). If i wins the auction with a bid of c, then his payoff
is simply (vi − c), since there is no benefit from selling to j. On the other hand, if
i loses, j will offer to sell the item for a price of pj(βj(vj)), so i’s payoff would be
max{vi − p(βj(vj))− c,−c}. Thus, i’s expected payoff from bidding c is

Πi(c, vi) = viFj(φj(c)) +

∫ aj

φj(c)

[vi − pj(βj(vj), vj)]+fj(vj)dvj − c. (3.15)

Differentiating with respect to c,

∂

∂c
Πi(c, vi) =vifj(φj(c))p(c)fj(φj(c))φ

′
j(c)− [vi − p(c)]+fj(φj(c))φ′j(c)− 1

≤vifj(φj(c))p(c)fj(φj(c))φ′j(c)− [vi − p(c)]fj(φj(c))− 1

=p(c)fj(φj(c))p(c)fj(φj(c))φ
′
j(c)− 1

=0

(3.16)
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since [vi − p(c)]+ ≤ [vi − p(c)].
CASE 2B: vi < φj(c) < φi(c). If i wins the auction with a bid of c, i will offer to sell
the item to j, since again there is potential gains from trade. If he loses, j will offer
to sell the item to i for a price p(βj(vj)), but this price will always exceed vi and so
i will refuse the offer. Thus, i’s expected payoff from bidding c is just

Πi(c, vi) = Ri(c, vi)− c (3.17)

and, again using the envelope theorem and the fact that pi(c, vi) > pi(c, φi(c)) = p(c),

∂

∂c
P ii(c, vi) = pi(c, vi)fj(φj(c))φ

′
j(c)− 1 < p(c)fj(φj(c))φ

′
j(c)− 1 = 0. (3.18)

CASE 2C: vi < φi(c) ≤ φj(c). If i wins the auction with a bid of c, then he may sell
the item to j. His expected payoff from winning is the monopoly profit Ri(c, vi)− c.
If he loses, bidder j will not offer to sell the item to i, since there appear to be no
gains from trade. Thus, i?s expected payoff from bidding c is again

Πi(c, vi) = Ri(c, vi)− c, (3.19)

and the argument is the same as in Case 2B, only now pi(c, vi) < pi(c, φi(c)) = p(c).

Remarks – I have argued that for all c such that φi(c) < vi, ∂Πi(c, vi)/∂c0, and for all
c such that φi(c) > vi, ∂Πi(c, vi)/∂c ≤ 0. Thus, no deviations from b are profitable;
bidding b such that φi(c) = vi is a best response to φj.




